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EDITORIALNOTES

A descent into madness
MERRILY HARPUR'S LITTLE book of
drawings, After the Haraesf, which our
subscribers receive with this issue, just about
says it ail. 1992was tl're year w}ren cerealogy
coilapsed into conspiratology and spy mania.
At the centre of this development was our
faithful contributor and leading field
researcher, George Wingfield, whose
amazing article on page 3 can be understood
in different ways, either as the unveiling of a
deep-seated plot to discredit the circle
phenomenon or as an indication of the state
of mind induced by intense cerealogical
studies.

George, one must admit, has certain
grounds for complaint. The magazine he

edited, Ihe Circular, was hi-jacked and
disembowelled by its proprietors, the Centre
for Crop Circle Studies (CCCS). For deiails,
see Christine Rhone's account on page 7.

George says that the CCCS were blackmailed
into ii. Tl-rey say that, after first believing
George's story of a Grand Conspiracy against

them, tl-rey came to their senses and recog-

nized that the infamous'Schnabel taPe' was

simply a tease (see Jim Schnabel's article on
page 6). George had it transcribed ahd
printed in full, using his editorial right to do
so. CCCS thought they would be'discredited'
by its publicaiion. They therefore suppressed
it.

Tl-ris, surely was taking things rather too
seriously, and its unfortunate effect was to
feed George's suspicion of a deep-rooted
conspiracy against the phenomenon in
general and himself in particular, a con-
spiracy with its spores in every croP circle
group and organization. His threats of legal

action against CCCS were responded to by
counter-threats of a iibel writ, and the little
world of cerealogy was astonished by the
spectacle of serious, senior men and women
fighting and suing over what should or
should not be mentioned in a group newslet-
ter i^/ith a circulation of a few hundred.

The incident was not,ust an isolated
absurdity but tire outcome of a nerve-
wracking season when the spotlight was
diverted from the phenomenon in the field
and turned upon the activities of hoaxers.
Everyone now recognizes that several such
teams were as work last summer, making
circles under the very noses of the croP
watchers, seemingly with the object of
sowing doubt and dissention among them.
Some of the watchers accused their col-
Ieagues of being hoaxers. Several of the
leading suspects were among those who took
part in our Circle-making comPetition last
year. No one was caught, however, and
nothing was ever proved.

No doubt there are dedicated mischief-
makers in the field, and they have been

brilliantly successful, driving more than one

leading researcher to the border of insanity

and veiling the crop circle phenomenon in
dense clouds of mistrust and susPicion.

There is more to a1l this than meets the

eye. People are beiraving very strangely, not
just George who is being consumed by
conspiracy mania, but his tormentors, those

who devoted their summer to ruining his;

who persistently plagued and tricked the

well-meaning, scientific Operation Argus
team working at Alton Barnes; who wrote
anonymous letters, produced doctored tapes,

spread ugly rumours and caused many
honest researchers to quit the subject in
disgust. What is their purpose and who or
what is motivating them?

Andrew Collins, whose experiences with
the occult have trained his eye to see deeper
into mysteries than most people, gives some
shrewd guesses (page 10) about what is
driving the human circlemakers. Michael
Green, veteran mystic, ritualist and Chairman
of CCCS, is alerting members to the very
strong influence which the phenomenon can
have upon the minds of researchers. Both the
hoaxers and the investigators, it seems, are
under the spell of something which the rest of
us do not understand, and which makes
those affected behave in ways which seem to
us irrational.

It has been apparent for some time now
that it is not us, but the phenomenon itself,
which is in control of events. It has its own
purpose and will work it out, whatever we
do and whether or not we like it. A constant
feature of its behaviour is to discourage, as

sharply as necessary, anyone who pretends to
know anything about it, who clings to a
particular theory or forms a systematic study
group. The prominent researchers and crop
circle stars have all, in one way or another,
been stopped in their tracks and exposed as

ordinary, fallible eiperts in nothing. The
Beckhampton group has dissolved in
confusion and the CCCS seems likely to
follow it. One can go the way of George
Wingfield and see human agents and
conspirators behind all this; or one can look
beyond the actors and mischief-makers into
the essential nature of a phenomenon such as

this present outbreak of crop circles.

]oscelyn Godwin in our No.5 predicted
how the phenomenon would develop'not
by his clairvoyance but by comParing it with
similar eruptions of psychic excitement over
the last hundred years. In the history of
spiritualism, theosophy, ufology and so on
the same pattern recurs. A series of strange
happenings attracts wide attention and stirs
imaginations. Minds are channelled into new
ways of thought, millennial hopes are
aroused, revelations are awaited.

A phenomenon of this sort attracts not just
the pure in heart but all kinds of trickstors
and mad people: Frauds, hoaxes and
disinformatibn swamp the phenomenon,
seem to discredit it and frighten off the more

cautious investigators.
It may be that behind this process is a

guiding intelligence, but if so it is certainly
not of human, earthly origin, and one is

certainly in error if one identifies it with any
human group of conspirators. The dangers in
that way of thinking are notorious, and in the

case of crop circles the notion that it is all
somebody's set-up does not do justice to this
beautiful enigma which has engaged and
affected so many ingenious minds. Michael
Glickman has some sound advice in his

current column: that we should give up
trying to spy out who is behind it all and

concentrate upon the only real data we have,

the magnificent markings in the cornfields.
Look, for example, at the intricate Patterns
photographed by Grant Wakefield for our
cover. It is not shameful to admit that one is

baffled by the whole affair, but it is a shame
for reputable, experienced researchers to be

side-tracked from the real mystery by occult
illusions and obsessions.

Continued on page 26

Cooer. Grant Wakefteld's photographs of oarious

swirled centres within the figures making up the

'charm bracelet' formation near Silbury Hill,
August 1992. The complete formation is shown

on the centre pages (fig.8).
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SNAKE, WEASEL AND SPIDERMANI
lsi:acted by the trickery and treachery he perceives
:-suit of the curiously named, strangely motivated

all around him, George
hoaxers who spoilt his

Wingfield goes off in
1992 season.

'-: ;,:.i ioiun old Silbury Hill
!-. :iti cut the Waggon
l)'.:t s the zudy the hoaxers go

Pi:, goes the Weasel!

3.iC-< i\ 1991, the golden age of the English
:r::-r::ans, no one thought that the wonders
-,. --:.: :';er cease: the magnificent great

=.::.:.: ,: Earburv Castle, the mysterious key
: :::: . -:,:.s at \Vest Kennett and .41ton Priors,
:. = - -:-: 'nsh" formationsthatappearedin
-. -:-:: ::. r-Lid-Wiitshire. Everyone knew that
:. :'. ..:: real (rvhatever that implied) and
:. =:. :..:acies crowded in on us as the
::- ::: a.proached. At The Cereologist's1991

- - -'=:=:.-e in Clastonbury at the end of
-- - r- j: .:.e aimosphere was one of posiiively
- :. :=-::"- zeal. Speaker after speaker told of
: . :: r *:. and mvstery of the extraordinary
. : !.:::: ',i'hich were appearing in the
-- :.:.=.:. :rt \'Vessex and no one was left in
- j,. :: jrt as to their spiritual dimension.

::: :r.ere rl'ere just a few who did not like
' : :: ::.iv heard and one in particular was
. - =-:-:. bv the mood around him. Maybe his
:.-:=,-u-c sensibilities were aghast at what he
::::::','eci as a rnovement that was bringing
:: : -: ' ciranges in world consciousness... for
='. -- ',..'crds that were repeated in a notori-
--:s :::eci telephone conversation nearly one
-. 

=a: :aier. Such was his concern at Glaston-
:rr-'' that he subsequently offerdd, unsuccess-
::-.';, huge sums of money to obtain the tapes

-: certain speakers. A Frenchman who had
:a:ei ihe Cornierence, amazed by ihe urgent
:=::..ands, smelled a rat and refused sale of
:a.: .apes.

There are many who have set themselves
:::-r.st the circles which are seen as a forus
:-.: \el'Age belief. It wouid be a mistake to

'c: :heir attitude solely as meanness of spirit;
::.e'. ,io indeed feel threaiened in a variety of
:. :r's. If the concept of non-iruman intellr-
-^::.e cr, per}raps, "other consciousness" is
:::=rted then it could undermine the
: r r:.::siones not onlv of reiigion but ortho-
: - , >--::nce. Governrnent. too, is embarrassed
-- . . :::enings which imply that it is unable
: - :: : ::--- coth its groundspace and its
:.r.:::= and its 1990 admission, albeit in
:. : -: "--',.slon, 

that "the cause of the circles
' :, : : ::.:.eteiv unknown" must continue to
:, ::.= - :: nasters in Whitehall.

l: : --.: -or to the circles and their
:: :*.-. :s liearly there and, following
- : -. -:: - : ::.- Doug 'n' Dave Scam of 1991, a

r-:-- = ,":.:aiqn wa$ mounted in 1992. This
* : :',.,':', ii, ihe lessons had been learned
:: - : ::-.. =clefaking was going to have to
-,: : , . : ::.: re photographed being done)
-: ::.=: :=r:-: tgould be convinced when
:_-::i,j ,::.:s - rr'hich the croppies would
: - -::--. arrbrace - were evenh-raliy
:-r:.:.=: ::, a proposed book which is tO
:::€:: r:. i9!3. If ihis campaign has a name,

it is never revealed and I shall therefore name
it myself: let us call it C.R.E.E.P., the Campaign
to Rnbbish and Eradicate the English Pictograms.

The activities of CREEP have ensured that
1992 has been an annus horribilis as regards
the circles. Of course there is a genuine
phenomenon, which is undoubted, but the
campaign of deception has clouded this
season to an extent which makes it hard to
ignore. So instead of extolling the wonders of
true formations, I fear that I must brave the
Wrath of Glickmann once more and speak
out against the pernicious circlefaking that
has occurred.

The chief protagonists of CREEP I shall
refer to as Spiderman and the Snake, which
were the names I gave them at the 1992
Salisbury Comference when I first drew
attention to their circlefaking activities. The
Snake is the.one who was so appalled at
Glastonbury. For an insight into the nature of
the CREEP campaign we must go back to the
spring of 192 when it was beingplotled. The
Ceralogist'srcsident sceptic, Mr Ken Brown,
had gone to visit a certain meteorologist who
is well known in cereological circles. On

arrival he found there Spiderman and one of
his hosfs henchmen, whom I shall call the
Skunk.

Although Ken realised that the feelings in
this particular camp were somewhat
embittered since the apparent demise of the
vortex theory of circle creation, he was
unprepared for what he heard. Plans were
being laid for a summer campaign and the
atmosphere, he said, was extremely vicious.
Ken later said that he had met a number of
"nasty characters" who were plotting this
campaign which was designed to "catch ouf'
the circles experts; they would ridicule and
expose them. They were "not a very nice
bunch of people", he said. By the end of the
surnmer the likes of CoiinAndrews, Pat
Delgado and George Wingfield were going to
regret ever having got involved with crop
circles. With any luck they would get Michael
Green as well and smash CCCS. The whole
thing, he reported, was going to beblown
wide open.

'You mean the whole crop circle thing is

iust a hoax ?", Ken was later asked. FIe never
said "yes", but implied that by the end of the
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Old Sarum pictogram, a suspected creation of the Snake and the Weasel who claimed to haoe burbd a

crystal in the rampart at which the formation points.

The Froxfield fake, Spiderman and Snake's masterpiece.
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summer everybody would be convinced that
it was just a hoax. He then said something
very odd indeed : "I've just had a visit from
the Men in Black". He laughed and wouldn't
say more.

Who were these MIBs ? Government
people ? Aliens ? Or what ? Ken wouldn't say
but implied they were of terrestrial origin.
Again he said there were some very nasty
characters involved. It is not difficult to
conclude that these "MIBs" were in fact
Spiderman, Skunk and the Snake. in describ-
ing them as "Men in Black" he was alluding
to theircirclefaking attire. They dress entirely
in black and do not use torches when
engaged in their hoaxing business. This is
confirmed by an anonymous letter of theirs,
signed "Shreaded Wheat", which appeared in
the last issue of The Cereologist.

The CREEP activists now sought to
involve other hoaxers in their plan and
several attempts were made to enlist UBI, a

group of young circles enthusiasts who had
done some minor league hoaxing in previous
years. These requests were rejected but it did
not stop Snake and Spiderman from trying to
imply later in the season that many of the
yea/s pictograms, and those of previous
years were the work of UBI, a claim which
cannot be substantiated. CREEP were still
looking for what they called the "A Team".
They had to suppose that Barbury Castle, the
"Brain", the "Fishes" and many of the other
great pictograms of 1991 were man-made yet
they were quite unable to find anyone they
could pin these on. The fact they they were
not man-made couldn't be allowed to go
unchallenged and so the myth that they were
the work of UBI will most likely be promoted
in " Muckspreadef' magazine,substantial parts
of which are now written by Spiderman and
the Skunk. The editor of this iournal claimed
recently that997o of crop formations are
hoaxed and the other 7Vo are caused by
plasma vortices. Can he really believe such
nonsense ? Has he never heard of Occam's
Razor ? Did he not recently co-author a book
which claimed to have solved the mystery,
though the solution was certainly not
"hoax"? And has he failed to notice that some
of his leading contributors are heavily
engaged in circlefaking ?

The circlefaking season began in earnest in
June. A ring with an arrow on it was made
near Silbury Hill on June 8/9. This deceived
some but was not really impressive, and the
target venue of CREEP obviously had to be
East Field at Alton Barnes, the site of
magnificent and impressive pictograms in
1990 and 1991. No one doubted for a moment
that circles would appear in East Field and it
was watched relentlessly by circles enthusi-
asts and fakers alike throughout the month.
On the night olJune2S/29 CREEP struck and
the so-called Keyhole formation was made
with the whole operation being filmed by
Spiderman. It was a pitiful creation and did
not fool anyone. More ambitious plans for
East Field had to be abandoned due to the
watchful presence of Grant Wakefield with
whom they had not reckoned. When the
Great Snail formation appeared in East Field

on July 9, despite the presence of numerous
watchers, Spiderman and Snake were indeed
baffled; obviously the "A-team" had struck
again ! After all, sceptics could scarcely think
otherwise.

The circlemaking competition at West
Wycombe onJuly 71. /1.2 greatly encouraged
the Men in Black and gave a few of them an
excellent opportunity to hone their skills.
Needless to say some of them did rather well
in this contest which inspired them to further
excesses. Maybe circlefaking is addictive ? It
should perhaps be emphasised that other
fakers besides Snake and Spiderman now
joined CREEP. Snake's circlefaking partner is
someone called Mister Sinister and his
expertise is highly valued. Spiderman himself
is in fact a poor circlefaker and his role has
mainly been photography of the work-in-
progress and keeping lookout with CB radio.
He has also spent much time this summer
taking flash photographs, usually in an
offensive manner, of unsuspecting
cropwatchers out in the fields of Wiltshire.

At some future date when credulous
CCCS fools start publishing books and
postcards of the glorious 1992 pictograms, it
was intended that the faker's photographic
record should clearly sl-row that certain
formations, which had been accepted as

genuine, were in fact man-made. But, of
course, one half-made pictogram looks much
like another in the dark and how could one
ever positively distinguish a particular faked
formation in a night-time photo ? Distinctive
hedge-row trees aren't easily available as
definite identifiers, so what was the solution ?

There obviously had to be distinctive features
in the faked formations themselves and, to
catch the desired victims, large and impres-
sive formations were going to have to be
made as bait.

This led to CREEP's faking of the great
pictograms at Old Sarum, Upton Lovell and
at Froxfield. No one could ignore these but
the latter two lay undiscovered by CCCS
until the actual creators of these formations
alerted their victims. All these major fakes
were sited well away from areas that are
regularly watched. An anonymous telephone
call to CCCS's Pat Palgrave-Moore warned of
"unusual military activity at Upton Lovell"
after the Snake and Sinister had completed
this fake, but still it was not quickly found.
When it was, it was seen obviously to be
man-made. The difference is usually possible,
though not easy, to discern.

The more ambitious Froxfield Fake was
created on the night of August 8/9 and
contained several unique features, such as a
ro11 of straws underlying the general flow at
right angles and a spectacular "bird's nest"
centre, not to mention impressive grapeshot.
All of this had been meticulously filmed by
scheming Spiderman as itwas made by
Snake and Sinister. They chuckled gleefully at
the prospect of catching leading cereologists
in their trap. But they had even more
ambitious plans that night.

Some circles books have suggested that no
hoaxing team could fake multiple formations
in a night, so on this same night, August 8/9,
they set out to disprove this myth too. With

just a little additional help, the Men in Black
made four other formations before dawn.
One was near Avebury Stone Avenue, one at

Ogbourne St George, one near Tawsmead
Copse and one in East Field. This last, a

dumb-bell, was featured in the previous issue
ol The Cereologrst. A11 had a two-fingered
protrusion, Spiderman's unsubtle insult to
the CCCS, which also appeared on a drawing
of the Snail that featured in a hostile anony-
mous letter sent to Project Argus in Alton
Barnes. In fact many of CREEP's faked circles
in 1992 were specifically aimed at disrupting
and confusing CCCS's Project Argus whose
principal aim was the scientific testing of crop
and soil samples from the circles. Indeed, on
several occasions, Spiderman referred to "this
ridiculous so-called scientific exercise".

Was CREEP's vicious 1992 campaign
merely the expression of honest scepticism? I
hardly think so. Was it, perhaps, born solely
out of animosity towards leading circles
researchers by those whose theories had
ignominiously failed? Not just that either. It
has been a vicious campaign to totally
discredit the circles movement through
deception and ridicule, and this could sonly
have come from those who view the circles
phenomenon.as a threat.

Exposure of CREEP's 1992 faking cam-
paign is unlikely to deflect them from their
plan to undermine CCCS. We are told that
one of the Snake's principal circlefaking allies
is the Weasel, who helped construct the great
fake pictogram at Old Sarum in]une (and
others during the course of the summer). If
we are to believe Spiderman and others his
man is a member of CCCS and the question
must ari6e as to whether this is an acceptable
situation. Whether these allegations are true
or not, it is as though a time-bomb had been
left ticking away inside the organisation.

Note: The identiJication here of certain formations
as 'fakes' rests on the write/s own ophions, formed
from evidence which he has notdisclosed.

Learning from Fakes
In an antiquarian anthology, Ronald lessup's
Curiosities of British Archaeology, we came
across the following extract from a lecture by Sir
lohn Ezsans to the Royal Institution in 1893. It
giaes encouragement and sound adtsice to field
cerealogists today.

"Great as may be the forger's skill, not
one of his frauds in a thousand eventually
escapes deteetion. By those long versed in
any particular branch of archaeology a kind
of intuitive perception is gained which
enables them almsst at a glance to distrn-
guish between the true and the false. While
attaining to this happy stage, the fact of
being occasionally taken in helps to sharpen
the powers of observation, so that the
existence of forgeries can hardly be
regarded as an unmixed evil. The knowl-
edge of their existence tends, moreover, to
encourage a more minute and scholarly
investigation of every detail in genuine
objects, and assists in creating that judicial
frame of mind which avoids too sudden
conclusions."
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ANOTHER WILTSHIRE SUMMER
[olrn S- Martineau spent
strange events and the

the season encamped in circle-infested Alton Barnes, surrounded
equally strange chlracters of crop circle studies.

by

- :::l"l :O have spent the last three summers
:::::r:.::n crop circle counky, and the
: .- :1 : ::.enon has slowly swallowed me. A
-:: :a. metamorphosis has occurred - I am
- ,'".- e .roppie, in other lvords I have come a

: . : :.: ciopper. Sadly if this were only true,
::.2: ::oppies rvere proper, then sleep would
::--,,.'e easily at night, but instead I now

"- 
. a<e each morning in a worid inhabited by

-::k shapes with roilers, twisted coat-
..1:.iers. grev extra-teuestrials, Lynx
:.=-:.c:ters, prophets of doom and of new
:: . : e:. limes, plastic bags full of soil and,
: . ' 

. .-, -. han$ng around the edges, these
:,::,:rJinary shapes imprinted in corn fields.
:.: :.-.= :nd of each summer, when the
: r :- : ::.: harr.esters do their work and the
: :=:. messages are bumed away I have an
:- ::- :eeiing that we are making the most
::::=:,ious mistake. And it is when an old
--::.: saunters over to me at a drinks party
:. : :i,, s, looking back towards the door,

.-- :-. .' are the Corn Circles then John?" that I
r,* r'. , ho\r unproper is this subject. At the
::=.ining of the 1992 season, in a bid to
:s:::e such company/ I decided to haunt
.-.":,.:. Barnes.

-. -:u-n Barnes is, of cotrrse, the most
: -:.ied village in the British Isles with

:"- rs:s so common that to mention one
. '.::.:Ciatelv labeis you as an outsider. People
: r-. r:.g to the area usuaily receive their
. ::.i:ron quite soon after arrival. The new
::.:ladr. of The Barge Inn apparently looked
:: -': }.,er w.indorv before bed on her first

:::.-.t iilis summer to see a strange saucer
: . ::.E over Adam's Grave pursued by two
: =-:::pters and a jet. Police cars and fire-
:. :.:.es skidded into the forecourt asking for
: -::::lOnS.

),icst croppies arrived in Alton Barnes in
: I , and remember the famous pictogram
-.::. a somewhat reverent nostalgia; it was

:::=: all a vear that was largely hoax-free. the
:::!s \\'as sympathetic the top shots still lived
,: :r'.e home counties and it didn't rain. We all
:--.: one another that 1991 was going to be

=',-::. better, supernatural events of colossal
:::poriion would occur and change tl're
:..:,rid. But although the 199i formations
.'.'::e splendid they remained on a iruman

=:le. Barburv Castle polarised and bifurcated
::. alreadv divided crop circle community,
.:.: )oug & Dave, in one wav or another,
:-s:-,:sed of many of those with only a
:::::rq lnterest. Bowyer & Chorley also
:=-*.:sed those parts of the collective
: =:-','rh psvche which were turning' : ::trs conspiracy and deception.

l -:-.ecuentlv there were many fewer
::- :.; .r, the fields this summer. Instead, the
- - .:::-<:rs had gathered together quite the
- .' -=.:::::ul collection of peoplein, of all
- r -' : : .:..:: :. Barnes Our hosts had provided

While lohn Martineau and other watchers on
hilltops peered through the glaom of a Wiltshire
midnight, this formation appeared in the famous
East Field at Alton Barnes.

hallmark of all the best parties and left the
feast in the organising hands of the very
finest farmers known to croppiedom.

From the outset. with the appearance of
"Brian" the Snail, we knew we were in for a

treat. Gone were the ranting evangelists; I
remember overhearing a sunglassed Ameri-
can guru in the 1990 pictogram telling his
gaggle of disciples that the formation was an
indication that the Earth would shortly give
birth to her second moon - and, in 1991, when
I was helping Nippon Television with their
operation on Adam's Grave, we were
continually engaging in conversation with
seemingly ordinary people who, once offered
a cup of tea, would suddenly attack us with
photographs of one guru or another.

This year was much more like an Agatha
Christie whodunnit, or a Tom Sharpe farce.
The characters were superbly drawn. We had
Project Argus, a loose collection of semi-
professional scientists, which was housed in a

small cottage in Alton Priors. Then there were
"The Dreads", a small tribe of friends, most$
with long hair, housed in a tiny green
caravan overlooking the east field. They were
responsible for taking the money for entrance
into Brian and for general security. ln a field
opposite The Barge was Oak Dragon, an
organised hippie group with lots of drums,
tents and buses, and who were, as chance
would have it, the original owners of the
green caravan now occupied by'The
Dreads". We also had various groups of
UFOlogists joining the party occasionaUy,

climbing hills, meditating and flashing
torches at large spaceships. The Ministry of
Defence were present in spirit too, occasion-
ally sending Lynx and Chinook helicopters to
hover in the general area, usually whcn the
small orange glowing balls were also
enjoying the atmosphere. The favourite
helicopter-hidingplace was above a small
copse of beech trees at the foot of the aptly
named Golden Ball Hill. The orange balls
didn't seem to take to the advances of the
MOD very much, and would generally blink
out, or move away at great speed when the
helicopters came at them. No party is
complete without a villain or two and 1992

provided some superlative examples,
instantly dislikeable characters, who could
often be found in the local drinking houses,
spreading doubt and confusion amongst the
clientele. At night one of them wouid
sometimes slither past "The Guardians of The
Great Snail" in his car, photo$aph a number
plate or two, and then drive on. The Police,
rarely those who achrally solve the crime in
traditional whodunnits, became great friends
of "The Dreads", and would engage in long
conversations about the intricacies of
dowsing and the problems that UFOs
presented to particular officers.

The role-reversal which developed over
the summer months was somethinS which I
still marvel at. Hippies, usually preoccupied
with the weird and mysterious, beat the
boundaries of their field like the materialists
they despise and became so "opened-up"
that they.would welcome no visitors. Flying
saucers whizzed unseen overhead while they
beat their drums and talked of "great change
coming". Meanwhile, in the Coronation Hall,
at a packed meeting of local people and
others staying in the area, an overall picture
of UFO movements was being constructed. If
Mrs. B had seen an orange ball separating
from a bigger craft and heading over the hill,
had anyone been over there and seen what
happened to it after that?

Towards the end of the season I became
very interested in a device that had been
shown to me which seemed to be able to tell
the difference between a hoaxed and a

genFine formation, and took the inventor to
meet the Argus Project people. They eventu-
ally took us out to a formation to test it, and
when it failed to do anything interesting went
home. We subsequently learned that the
formation in question was one which the
Argus Project had hoaxed "as an experi-
menf'.

So what with unscientific scientists, fascist
hippies, dreadlocked security guards,
dowsing policemen and a snail called Brian I
can wholeheartedly recommend crop circle
research afresh to all those who may be
wearying of it.
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WINDING UP\,V.
A mysterious call from an Armenian orchid smuggler ledlim Schnabel to become the star of a
cerealogical spy-thriller.

IN CEREOLOGY CIRCLES recently a

remarkable story began to circulate: The crop
circles mystery had at last been solved,and
the government conspiracy to suppress the
trutir about the circles had been uncovered.
As evidence, it was said, there were tape-
recordings of the conspirators candidly
discussing the phenomenon and their plot to
suppress and pervert it. One merely had to
listen to the tapes to know that they were
genuine and damning.

Alas, like so much other evidence that has
been brandished in the crop circles contro-
versy, these tapes are not all they seem. I
realize that in saying this I, who claim to be
only a benign hoaxer, would appear to face a
rather substantial epistemological problem.
This problem was illustrated neatly by a

cartoon I saw some years ago: it depicts a

Frencir Foreign Legion officer being pre-
sented with a glowering captive. The officer
says to the captive, "So, you are LeFarge, the
famous triple agent?" The captive says, "Yes.
No. Yes."

Anyway, the 'crop circles conspiracy', such
as it is, began one evening in late August,
when I received a phone call from a friend,
Rob lrving. He told me that he had just
received an interesting call himself, from a
man named Henry Azadehdel.

Now, Azadehdel is a story in his own
right, and I hope that someday an intrepid
journalist will write it. He is variously said to
be Armenian, Libyan, Iranian, Syrian, or
Iraqi. He lives in a nice house in Nottingham,

and has a large greenhouse. In Borneo, on the
gorgeous, primevally steaming slopes of Mt.
Kinibalu, he reportedly discovered at least
one new species of rare orchid, and extin-
guished another. He was convicted several
years ago of smuggling such orchidg thereby
becoming the focus of a minor tabloid
sensation. He spent six weeks in Pentonville
Prison before winning an appeal against his
sentence. He arrived on the ufological/
cerealogical scene at about this time, and
began to purvey a number of remarkable
conspiracy theories, some of them based on
tape-recorded telephone conversations with
alleged conspirators.

According to one of Azadehdels col-
leagues, whom we shall call W, he also has
iecently been involved in an enterprise
involving something purporting to be a page
from Ronald Reagan's diary, in which the
then-President admitted his involvement in
the Iran-Contra.arms-for-hostages scandal.

Azadehdel is better known to cereologists
as 'Dr' Armen Victorian, the famous
investigator who solved the 'MBF Services'
mystery GeeThe Cermlogist 5). He is also
known, to certain American ufologists, as a
civilian MoD employee, Dr. Alanlones. To
Rob Irving, he represented himself as a
Kenyan crop circles enthusiast named
"Cassava Ntumba" - or something that
sounds like that.

Irving had heard Azadehdel's voice
before, on George Wingfield's oft-played

tapes of Today newspaper's Lloyd Turner (of
MBF Services fame) and so he now began to
tape the conversation. "Ntumba" wanted to
know if Irving, a suspected circlemaker and
sceptic, or his friend Schnabel, allegedly also
a sceptic, knew about any govemment
interest in the circles. Irving teasingly hinted
that he did, and that he and Schnabel were
the manifestdtion of this government interest.

Since Azadehdel at one point had asked
for my phone number, Irving called me as
soon as the conversation had finished, and
played his tape of the discussion. I told Irving
that if Azadehdel called me, I would feign
ignorance of the previous discussion, and
lead him on a spy-chase around the globe.

Well, Azadehdel telephoned me in about
fifteen minutes. By then I was having dinner
with some friends, so I asked him to call back
later. He did, and pretending to stonewall at
first, I gradually let it be knowit that he had
won my confidence ('You sound sympa-
thetic..."). This accomplished, I began to
sketch the outline of a grand conspiracy
involving the governments of the UK, USA,
and Germany, the Vatican, and the Trilateral
Commission. I have too little space here to
provide all the details, but in any case, after a
couple of conversations Mr Ntumba soundeci
convinced. He even pretended to want to join
the conspiracy. I told him to send me his c.v.

Well, we could hardly believe it, but
within a few days Irving and I began to get
indications (through high-tech listening
devices, of course) that poor W had fallen for
the thing completely. He believed he had
cracked the crop circles conspiracy once and
for all.

Most of those who were in on the joke
wanted to see it run and run, the longer the
merrier, but I felt a bit sorry for W, and more
importantly, I wasn't happy with the idea
that he could go around denouncing me as a
spy to every tabloid journalist and talk shoh'
host from Glasgow to Malibu. So I telephoned
him and toid him it had all been an im-
promptu win-up. The proof, I told I'rim,
would be in Azadehdel's tape of his first
conversation with Irving, where Irving makes
it clear that he is having a joke at Azadehdel's
expense. I suggested to W that Azadehdel
might not be forthcoming with that tape.

W eventually did ask Azadehdel about the
first conversation with Irving, and Azadehdei
claimed not to have taped it. This confirma-
tion of my prediction, however, was not
enough to prevent W from preparing a grand
expos6 in The Circular,with a photograph of
me, a short biography, and several pages of
edited transcripts of my conversations with
Azadehdel, introduced by a passionate
editorial commentary. A number of other
cerealogists became excited, too. They began
to contact iournalists about the conspiracy
story, pressuring them to publish it. In

After the harest the researchets repaired once more to the Wagon & Horses to discuss the season,s findings.
llL.ustration reproduced lrom "After the Horuest" by Merrily Hnrpur. Details of this publication appear in the
adaertisement on the back cooer.
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Yorkshire the Quest International LIFO
research group held a conference at which
"former drplom,at" Armen Victorian played
sorrre of the tapes and, with the encourage-
ment of other cereologists present, an-
nounced that I was a spy - despite the fact
:hat I had sent the conference organiser a

::ce of In ing's and my conversations with
::alehdeI, along with a short note indicating
::.:: :t .,\'as all a ioke. Eventually, that taPe, or
: :.r:i' ihat Irving had circulated, fell into
:.,-:e :esponsible hands, and CCCS officially
-=::'.ed to abandon the chase.

',\'. horvever, insisted that Irving's tape of
:.:s ::rst conversation with Azadehdel had
i:en "doctored". There were odd clicking
:rcises on the tape. he said. He resigned the
editorship of The Circular (after its expos6
issue was mutilated by CCCS) and stormed
across the great UFO lecture and talk-show
clrcuits of America, inveighing against the
spies Schnabel and Irving, and playing those
tapes. I am told that on several occasions he
attempted to broadcast the tapes from the
:adio stations over the objections of radio
station staff. Tlrc world must know the truth!

For a while, it seemed as if W had simply
stomped off into a great wilderness of rant,
:.ever to return. And perhaps ultimately that
'..-r11 be the case. But he repeated his allega-
:..ns so often, and with such fluenry and
:rnfrdence, that they began to sound almost
:lausible. American audiences were aston-
:-<hed to learn of the nefarious anti-
:ereological activities being perpetrated by
::.eir government, and by their native son Mr.
i1.rnabel. CCCS officials began to wonder if
::.ev hadn't dismissed the Schnabel-Irving
Jcnspiracy too hastily, and demanded our
:::gnal tapes for further inspection. Other
:e:eologists, for reasons best known to
:.-.emselves, continued to send copies of the
>:hnabel-Azadehdel tapes to journalists,
'..,:inout bothering to mention that Schnabel
:.:C declared the whole thing a hoax. TLe

,1:..;rdidrL assigned a reporter to get to the
:,-itom on the Crop Circles Conspiracy. W,
::+nning to seem like the acceptable face of
3:rtrsh cereology, made appearances on two
','.'rdelv watched American television
::cgrammes, Fox's "Sightings" and CNN's
larrv King Live."

I am not sure when this will end. Perhaps
:: .,ever wili. Perhaps, like so many other
--.:axes throughout history it will live on and

-.n, in smaller and stranger and more
Jesperate pockets of belief - while those who
mav have only reluctantly abandoned this
:e1ief cover their foolishness with sancti-
nony, muttering that one should never shout
fire' in a crowded theatre, etc.

\ot that I haven't learned a lesson - I have.
3ut I see the lesson in slightly different terms,
::: example those used by a researcher I
-<:,o*-rvho wished to avoid speaking on the
. =:ord about a particularly reckless ideologi-
:.1 ccponent: "Never make eye-contact with
: :-.:-lman. Otherwise he might come over to

, - :r,d scream in your face." To my regret, I
- :' : :,.t onlv made eye-contact with a

-:,:: r:., but - by also whispering that I am a

.: - - .-.ave appeared to validate one of his
-: , -: :::i.etic and destructive fantasies.

THE CCCS WAS founded in t1'Le spring of
1990. At tl-re first meeting, it rvas decided to
publish a magazine for the benefit of the
CCCS membership. John Micliell became
editor of Tfte CerenlogisL, r,r,hich rvas the CCCS
magazine for one vear. After trvo issues, the
CCCS, dissatisfied n,ith r.vhat they felt r.vas

lack of control over the contents of the
magazine, decided to dump The Cerenlogist as

their officiai organ. Bob Kingsley became
their second editor. He had been publishing
The Circular, a small circulation newsletter
mostlv composed of reprints of crop circle
articles from other publications, independ-
ently and out of his orvn pocket. He worked
hard to satisfy the demands of the chairman
and council of CCCS, but, after a year, had to
resign because the iob was taking up too
much of his time.

Along came George Wingfield, one of the
most energetic members of CCCS, who by
this time was already a well-known figure in
cerealogy. He took over The Circular from
Bob in earlv 1992 and, with the assistance of
his wife Gloria, successfully produced hvo
fine issues of the nen, Circulnr, rvhose
appearance he had much improved. The
third issue had been prepared and delivered
to the printers, when he and Cloria left tl're

country on 17 September for a tlvo month
lecture tour of North America.

Before the Wingfields' departure, opinions
among the CCCS council and its chairman,
Michael Green, appear to have been divided
concerning or-re of the articles to be included
in the forthcoming issue. This was the
transcdpt of a telephone conversation
between Jim Schnabel, a circlefaker once
described as the "Master of Grapeshot", and
Armen Victorian, alias Kasaba Nlumba, tr.ho
is a contributor to The Circular. During this
conversation Schnabel describes himself as an
agent working for some shadowy organisa-
tion sponsored by the British, American,
German, and Vatican governments, whose
purpose is to spread confusion and false
information about the circles phenomenon.
The CCCS had agreed with George that the
transcript would be printed in fuli, with two
supporting editoriais, one by Michael Green
and the other by Wingfield.

Once George was gone, Michael Green
heard another taped conversation, this one
between Robert Irving and Ntumba, which
convinced them that Scl'rnabel had been
deliberately winding up Ntumba about the
government plot. He and other CCCS leaders
decided tl'rat it would be a mistake to publish
the transcript at all. By that time, the issue
had already been printed. The printer was
suddenly ordered not to bind the magazines
and to send them unbound to the distributor,
Hugh Pincott, in a taxi. The pages containing
the transcript and editorials were then

removed. In their place, a different editorial
bv Michael Creen u'as inserted. The amended
issue t,as sent ollt to CCCS members n'ith
Wingfield's name still on the masthead.

In doir-rg this, tl-re CCCS council, said to be
"acting pro lerT corporately as editor", rvas
represented by Barbara Davies, Michael
Green and Hr-rgl-L Pincott, wl'ro is, holvever,
not a council member. The editorial advisor,
Bob Kingsley, was not consulted and later
resigned, nor lvas the CCCS treasurer about
additional costs, nor the patron, Lord
Haddington.

Ceorgc Wingfield's position in the CCCS
was, in the meanwhile, quite nebulous. A
letter accepting his resignation and the
amended version o'i Tlrc Circular was
circulated for council members to sign, but
the ietter does not make clear n hether
Ceorge was supposed to be resigning as

editor or as a council member. Letters
expressing confusion were exchanged among
council members; others expressing coucern
and support for George were sent to George
himself.

The main bone of contention is Green's
claim that Wingfield had resigned during a

telephone conversation between the two of
them on 28 September. News of the censor-
ship had just reached George from the
printer, who had telephoned him in Texas.
Wingfield immediately rang Green. Accord-
ing to Creen, Wingfield had flouted the will
of council and spoken of the censorship in
such a way that it was "tantamount to an
offer of resignation on the spot", which Green
had accepted. Green later described
Wingfield's offer to resign as having been
made inadvertently. Accordlng to Wingfield,
he had oniy offered to resign as editor at the
next fu1l meeting of the council, when the
matter could be properly debated.

Wingfield did officially resign as editor on
25 November in a letter to Green in which he
described the censorship in his absence as a
disgracefui action that no editor can possibly
accept. Both of the former editors of the
CCCS magazines, Bob Kingsley and John
Michell, whatever their reservations on the
material, agree that the final editorial decision
should have been Wingfield's. In any case, a
disclaimer dissociating the CCCS from the
views expressed inThe Circular rcgiarly
appears in every issue.

Wingfield had tried to safeguard his
independence as editor, and had accepted the
position only on that condition. He had
foreseen the problems of editing an in-house
magazine with responsibility toward a

council and chairman, a tricky position in any
organ2ation. In censoring their own
magazine, the CCCS have sacrificed another
good editor, in a manner that many people
may find disappointing.

A CIRCULAR FIASCO
It is a rare event for the proprietors of a small magazine to raid
their own printers and stifle the work of their editor in his
absence. Christine Rhone gives the background to George
Wingfield's resignation from editorship of The Circular.
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REPORTS & SKETCFIES

The circle at Forest, Belgium, photographed by p.

louret.

The first circles in Belgium
Ludwig de Vochtreports on Belgian crop

t'ormations and associated IIFO phenomena in
1992.

TIIANKS TO THE crop circles that appeared
in wheatfields at Saint Sauveur and Forest
last summer, Belgium has at last ioined the
international crop circle scene. Saint Sauveur
is a small rural village in the province of
Hainut, about 57 kilometres southwest of
Brussels and L9 kilometres northeast of
Tournai. The landscape is hilly and the
wheatfield that was visited by the
circlemakers lies on the SO-metres contour
line at the foot of a range of hills.

One morning in the second hal,f of June
after a night of thunder, a local retired farmer
was surprised to find a perfect circle in one of
his fields. As one ofhis horses had been killed
by a bolt of lightning at nearly the same spot
a few years before, he was convinced the
circle was in some way related to the
previous nighfs thunderstorm, during which
he saw a flash of lighting above the field
where the crop circle was later discovered.
The diameter of the anti-clockwise swirled
circle was 9.8 metres.

A second circle appeared in the same
wheatfield in the first week of July. This rrr,'as

an exact copy of the first one: an anti-
clockwise swirled circle with a diameter of
9.8 metres. The family was stunned and
decided to inform the press.

Excited by the news of the first Belgian
crop circle, Mr Simouliry a journalist working
for La Dernidre Heure, desded that very July
11th to go and have a look for himself. It was
a humid, oizercast day with a west to
southwesterly wind. After having taken some
black-and-white photographs to illustrate his
article, Mr Simoulin drove to the editorial
office to have his film developed. To his
amazement 2 or 3 black spots showed up
above one of the circles, probably the latest
one. At the time the pictures were taken
nothin! had been seen or heard by the
journalist or other witnesses. A practical joke
by his colleagues seems unlikely and a flaw in
the film on exactly that spot would be highly
coincidental.

Three successive photos in a set of 5 reveal
the unseen phenomenon. On the negatives,
which have as yet not been scientifically
analvzed, the third shot, which was taken
facing northwest, sirows two little white dots
apparently hovering above the circle in the
foreground The spots are above the horlzon
and it is very difficult to get a precise idea of
their exact location. They may well give the
illusion of something hovering above the
circle which was in fact at a much greater
distance. The fourth shot reveals two larger
white spots which are joined by a third
smaller white dot, the three of them still
apparently hovering above the circle but at a
higher altitude and rather more to the left.
Very remarkable is the fact that, on the
second negative, a large biaek spot can be

seen at exactly the same place where, on the
fourth sho! the 3 white dots show up.

These three pictures may prove useful in
the further study of crop circle phenomena,
since the invisible manifestations registered

by the camera show a certain deveiopment -

assuming that they are manifestations of the
same thing. The interpretation of the pictures
remains specuiative. A magnification of the i
dots was published in La Derniire Heure of
July 13th.

These two circles were not the only ones t:
appear in Saint Sauveur. The farmer who
harvested a field,300 metres to the north of
the retired farmer's field, discovered 4 more
circles with the same dimensions as the two
others, but swirled clockwise. If this farmer's
testimony is correct, his reaper destroyed the
first Belgian quadruplet.

At the end of July a circle was spotted in
Forest, an even smaller viilage 5.5 kilometres
southwest of Saint Sauver"rr. The day the
harvest started, a circle of the Saint Sauveur
type was found. It was on a slope facing east
on the 37-metres contour line about 150
metres from a power pylon. 500 metres to the
north some Gallo-Roman remains have been
excavated" In contract to the crop circle hot
spots in Wiltshire, no iinks between the
Belgian crop circles and neolithic monuments
are apparent as there are no such monument!
in the area.

On the other hand the UFO iink seems
undeniable. In Forest in November '1989, al
750 metres west of the crop circle of "1992, a

UFO w-as seen carrying 3 spotlights at the
base forming an equilateral triangle. Accord-
ing to the local villagers the kiangle was alsc
seen last year.

Ludwig de Vocht is cefounder with Fred Coulonv:,
of CEREA, the Belgian crop circle study group,
Kapittellaan 16, 25,17 Lint, Belgium.
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Surrey
A simple, classical circle near Guildford, found and photographed by Busty Taylor.
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Hampshire
Peter Baillie's diagram of the East Meon pictogram with dowsing notes by
Lucy Pringle. His other plans of 1.992 circles are in a booklet aaailable from 3
Tozun Inne, Sheet, Petersfield, Hants.

Gioucestershire
Two of the 1992 formations suroeyed for Cloucestershire Earth Mysteries
journal (Editor, Daniel Sulliaan, P.O. Box 258, Cheltenlum CL53 ?HR).
Let't, near Treddington on the uest side of motorway M5; right, at junction of
A40 and A436 at Andooerst'ord,

Sussex
Wheat circles t'rom the later part ot' the 7992 season, drawn and described by
Barry Reynolds t'rom information by Barry Harrison and Andy Thomas. Let't,

found at the end of lune at Billingham Farm, Rye. OS ret'.914789. Circle A,
17ft. diam,, laid anticlockwise; B, 36ft. diam., cloclaaise. Centre, T August at
Warnham, Ref . L69335. Diam.,33ft. Very close io site of 1990 formation.
Right,lormed bet'ore 20 luly at Charlwood. Ref248398. Near the end of
Gatwick Airport runway and seen from aircrat't after take-off.

Devon
Formation at Berry Farm, Berry Pomeroy (ref.817616), found and photo-
graphed by Peter Glastonbury at 9.30 a.m. at 11 lune 1992 only ten feet from
the site of a large circle the preaious year, Peter Glastonbury (True Street
House, Berry Pomeroy,Totnes, Dezton) made a record of the season's

formations in Deoon Cornzt;all and photographed some of the strange light
effects associated and them.
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Circle fever in Hungary
Abstracted from a report by Boczor Iosif,
Romania

ON 8 JULY 1,992 t,lte inhabitants of

Tiszaujvaros and Hejobaba villages in the
north of Hungary discovered tlvo regular
circles in a barleyfield. Both were swirled
anti-clockwise and were 8 metres (2612 teet)
in diameter. Round one of the circles was a
80-cm ring.

A clipping datedT J:uly 1.992 from a
German-language newspaper in Hungary,
sent by Mr Boczor, tells how IIFOs were seen
over Szekesfehervar, a town about 40 miles
south-west of Budapest. [r a nearby
wheatfield were then found a circle of 38
metres (125 feet) diameter and several
triangular formations. The field was visited
by many sightseers. Some felt themselves in

contact with 'Ufonauts'; others laid their
children in the circles to expose them to the
"wonderful energies".

Swindling plates

IN PREVIOUS ISSUES (6 &7) we have heard
from Germariy correspondents about the
miraculous metal plates discovered beneath
the formation at Grasdorf in 1991. Michael
Hesemann exhibited two of these plates at his
UFO conference at Diisseldorf last October.
They were coarse, ugly and quite obviously
of modern manufacture. Someone is having a
game with us.
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THE TEMPLEMAKERS
Psychic investigator, Andreto Collins, examines the paranormal aspects of man-made crop
formations and their relationship to the real thing.

IN SEPTEMBER 1991 two sexagenarians,
Doug Bower and Dave Chorley, toldToday
nev/spaper they had hoaxed a large majority
of the crop circles tirat irad been appearing in
the fields of Hampshire since 1978. In all they
put claim to 200 separate events including
many pictograms, the curlymen, the flowers
and tl're insectograms. They did it all for a

laugh, they said, generally on a Friday night
after a few drinks down the local pub.

Although the seemingly industrious pair
said they had not operated inWiitshire -
where a large number of circles and forma-
tions have appeared since 1980 - they did
admit to occasional forays over the border to
Warminster, Westbury and Stonehenge. Their
tell-tale signature had been the double-D
which they left alongside their works of art
during the 1991 summer season. They did,
however, speak of other hoaxing teams
operating out of that county and surmised
that it was only a matter of time before these
people came forward to put the record
straight.

Personally, I have no problem accepting
most of what these men claim. They do,
however, make a number of slip ups when
interviewed, which does show that all is not
right in their testimonies. But why lie? Well,
other than the fame, publicity and money,
that is...

Yet their words revealed other, more
curious facets of the crop circie enigma.
Apparently, they had become convinced that
another hoaxing team was copying their own
work; to such a degree that they wrote
'copycat' in a field containing a replica of one
of their masterpieces. Hoaxers copying
hoaxers?

The 1992 summer season saw a mass of
hoaxed circles and formations in both
Wiltshire and elsewhere in the country;
indeed, you couldn't find a primary re-
searcher who was willing to give the thumbs
up to any formation, a dramatic about turn
compared to previous years. My colleague
Robert Irving who has made it his business to
root out alleged circle hoaxing teams told me
in mid-August 1992 that he could account for
the manufactute ol 85Vo of the crop circle
events reported in Wiltshire that year.

Whether Rob's claims can be verified or
not, the supernatural pictogram was on the
decline, as were the morales of the whole
circles community. Yet strange things were
sti1l quite clearly afoot in the crop fields of
England. As in previous years, well-meaning
visitors to circles and formations were
reporting an assortment of allied paranormal
phenomena - Iuminosities, bursts of light,
healings, strange illnesses, odd noises,
photographic anomalies, energies and
presences. The trouble was these experiences
and incidents were almost certainly occurring
either inside or in the vicinity of man-made

constructions.
This unique situation was not, however,

new. For instance, one dark evening in 1990
television engineer Mike Carrie experienced a

loud electro-static sound in a crop formation
at Etchilhampton/ near Devizes, Wiltshire. He
spoke afterwards of the sheer energy
required to have produced such an audible
phenomenon. Later, it was discovered by
CCCS agronomist Montague Keen that this
particular formation had been constructed by
a youth who believed in the 'genuine'item
but wanted to see how easily one could be
made.

This year my partner Debbie Benstead and
I entered the huge'snail' formation in East
Field, Alton Barnes, accepting it as almost
ceriainly of man-made construction. My
pocket cassette recorder picked up an
anomalous buzzing noise and Debbie
experienced a strange metallic taste in her
mouth - apparently a sign of the presence of
'bad' energy, something she and others had
noted in'genuine' crop circles.

There is a documented account of healing
occurring at a hoaxed formation at
Lockeridge Dene, near Marlborough, during
1992, and as in previous years there are
stories of anomalous photographs being
taken in the Alton Barnes area. Strangest of
all was the high intensity of unidentified
luminosities being seen in and around crop
circle locations such as Alton Barnes, Huish,
Woodborough Hill and Warminster, despite
the fact that these same areas had been
severely contaminated with hoax formations.

The hoaxers spooked
More curious still were stories surfacing by
obscure means of hoaxing teams experiencing
strange phenomena whilst actually construct-
ing formations under the cover of darkness in
the early hours of the morning.

One story reported to Cambridge CCCS
co-ordinator Beth Davis came from the
creator of the beautiful Woodford Rings
formation in Northamptonshire in 1991.
During the1.992 summer season he had been
'compelled' to carve out at least 20 new
formations including one that takes the prize
as the most complicated crop circle event on
record so far. And it was whilst constructing
this masterpiece that something strange
occurred. He claims that he became aware of
being watched from over his shoulder. He
turned to see a ball of orange light hanging
motionless over an adjacent field. Having
registered its presence he shouted out to his
friend who turned just in time to see the
object dart out of sight. The incident appar-
ently shook the boys up quite considerably.

There is more. From another source comes
an account of a similar manifestation
occurring in Wiltshire in July 1992. One

person constructing a formation with friends
in the early hours was suddenly blinded b.'- a

burst of light that came from directly
overhead. At first he thought it was someone
with a flashgun, so panicked, but after
settling down the person realised he was stil-
a1one. So strong was the light that it left an
after image burnt into his retina for several
seconds afterwards. Similar bursts of light
have often been noted at crop circle location.

Other stories reaching me spoke of hoaxe:.
constructing a formation in the darkness anc
returning shortlv after first Iight to view therr
works of art, only to find that additional
features or new circies had been placed eithe:
among or in the proximity of their own
formation. There are other stories of pres-
ences, energies felt, and at least one account
of a healing experience - among hoaxers.
Somethlng tells me that the crop circle
enigma is far more subtle than we ever
realised.

Magic circles
So what exactly is going on? Let me see if I
can explain.

In simple terms the act of a hoaxer - a
landscape artist going out to carve out circles
in virgin crop fields in the middle of the nigh:
- could be compared to the ritual magician
drawing a magic circle and invoking a cone
of power during a pre-meditated occult
ceremony. Such people do this to create an
environment conducive to the manifestation
of etheric forces and intelligences, their
idendr,v determined by the sigils used in the
invocation. Biological energies of this nature
can be viewed in terms of the orgone energ-y-

discovered by Austrian scientist Wilhelm
Reich and considered by some earth myster-
ies researchers to be the earth energy detectec
by dowsers and psychics.

The hoaxers, with their adrenalin flowing,
and their plans firmly fixed in their minds,
are quite literally creating their own magic
circles - their own gardens in which things
etheric can play. The most powerful occult
rituals are conducted at places of ancient
power and so by carving out a crop circle in
the middle of a field close to a prehistoric
monument they are allowing subtle energies
of nature to fill in the open space, like water
rushing down a plug-hole. This volatile
energy can catalyse paranormal phenomena
of the sort so commonly reported in crop
circle lore, both at'genuine' and at hoaxed
circles. What's more, similar effects have
always been associated with ancient sites,
both in earth mysteries lore and in recorded
folklore. Crop circles, it seems, are merely
temporary places of 'ancient'power - instant
sacred space of the type revered and utilised
by magicians, priests and shamans since time



immemorial to achieve altered states of
consciousness, conduct healing sessions,
invoke supernatural powers and commune
with the ancestor spirits.

Shape itself seems to act as a cage to such
organic energy, so by simply creating shape
you are making a form of flat-plan orgone
accumulator. A pyramid is a perfect orgone
accumulator due to its shape - and it doesn't
matter who makes one of these, or what ifs
made of, it will still (supposedly) sharpen
razor blades, affect plants, germinate seeds or
generate a healing potential.

We know that ancient sites, such as stone
circles, barrows, mounds, hill-forts and
standing stones act as acormulators of
terrestrial or organic energy, and yet they are
all man-made. So there should be little
resistance to the idea of man-made, as well as
'genuine', crop circles actin! as orgone
accumulators in a similar manner.

Until medieval times aniient monuments
were often believed to have been constructed
by supernatural means, due to their obscure
origin and/or great size. Stone circles were
seen as petrified people, mounds were heaps
of earth dropped by either a giant or the
devil, while the bluestones of Stonehenge
were said to have been transported from
Ireland by the magic powers of Merlin the
magician. Even natural features such as
springs were seen as resulting from the spilt
blood of some saint or martvr. Now we are
seeing crop circles as supernatural in origin
before seriously considering the possibility
that they are of man-made manufacture. In
the UFO community an investigator will try
to find a logical solution for a reported
sighting before he or she accepts a possible
paranormal solution. In this way nine out of
ten cases are dismissed before they have a
chance to become folklore. In the crop circle
business it seems to have been the other way
around - accept them as supernatural unless
proved otherwise. Before we go any further I
must make it clear that I do still believe in the
paranormal formation of crop circles and
(perhaps to my folly) various formations, but
I have to now admit that hoaxing has been
widespread ever since the rebirth of the
phenomenon back in 1980.

But so what. It is quite clear that many
hoax formations have become a focus for
paranormal pherromena, in the same way
that paranormally-produced circles appear to
produce similar results. If we accept this, and
are honest with ourselveq then whafs the
problem? We still have a genuine mystery.

Two-way cofirmunication
In August 1992 an article entitled'Rolling
their Own' appeared in The lndependmt's
Saturday supplement. Written by Rob Irving
and Jim Schnabel, it revealed the activities of
the United Bureau of Investigation, a Wessex
group who are believed to have hoaxed
various formations, including the Urchfont
key formation olfineL992 (this exact
formation was predicted in a prophetic
dream the very night it occurred - see
Farthquest News Vol2 No 1). Theire was even
a rumour, without any basis, that they

constructed the famous Alton Barnes
pictogram of 12July 1990.

My own enquiries haVe unearthed
repeated rumours of two major hoaxing
teams operating in the Wiltshire area. Their
existence has been confirmed to me by
independent sources and should these
clandestine groups exist - and I have
circumstantial evidence to suggest they do -
then their actions are of the utmost impor-
tance to the evolution of the crop circle
enigma.

The first concerns a team who have been
operative in the Wiltshire landscape since at
least 1988, when the quintuplet sets of five
circles were all the rage. It seems that these

Andrew Collins, a crop circle and a strange object
oaerhmd.

people believe in 'genuine' crop circle events
and claim psychic communication with extra-
terrestrial intelligences. This group will await
the appearance of 'supernatural' formations
and then reply with an almost exact copy of
the original, but with one or two slight
variations in design (Doug and Dave's
copycats?). They will then await the response
to their own man-made formation and act
accordingly with a further reply when it
appears. In this way they believe they are
achieving a two-way communication with
highly evolved non-human intelligences.
These are likely to be seen in terms of the
black-eyed entities popularised in Whitley
Strieber's books Communion and Transforma-
tion; the so<alled'Greys',

These people are not playing about. When
they conskuct formations they take on
individual roles that incorporate a colorrr and

tone that is expressed in the feature carved
out by them, so an understanding of the
corltribution they are making to the diverging
sociology of the phenomenon is very
important indeed.

Automatic rolling
The second hoaxing team consider them-
selves to be the human Circlemakers and
believe they are working on behalf of an
extra-terrestrial intelligence. These people
will be given psychic instructions to go out to
a certain location on a specific date and once
there will await further communication. They
will then be inspired to construct a formation
in the same way that automatic writing is
achieved on paper. Yet instead of using a pen
on paper, they use a roller on a field of crop.
These people firmly consider that the crop art
they create is divinely inspired and is a
'genuine'formation. They pour scorn upon
other'hoaxed' formations that are not created
under the instructions of the non-human
Circlemakers. If we accept automatic writing
as inspired psychic phenomena, then why not
see man-made formations in a similar
manner? I have often witnessed psychics
scribble out ancient symbols or foreigl scripts
they are unlikely to have come across in
normal day-to-day life. If this is genuine
inspiration drawn from either outside
influences or the uncdnscious mind, then the
same wiII have to be said of many crop
formations. Observers and primary research-
ers are therefore right to find universal
symbolism in such landscape art.

Groups such as those rnentioned above
almost certainly exist, and through their
perhaps misguided beliefs, they are creating
an effective leap-frogging process in the
evolution of the phenomenon. Real circles
and formations may well appear in response
to man-made creations, like some kind of
strange cosmic echo. Unfortunately thougtu
the crop circle community is unlikely to see

the wood for the trees ever again, and yet the
impact of the subject has already been
enormous upon the growth of spiritual
awareness in Great Britain and abroad.
Chaos, dowsing, energieq healing, mysteri-
ous lights, psychic experiences, magical
symbolism and Gaia consciousness have all
been thrust into 'new age' thought through
coffee table books and public debate on crop
circles. Whafs more, an orgone answer to
crop circles does not diminish with this new
understanding - it accounts for the conskuc-
tion and aftermath of genuine circles and
.formations, whilst explaining the parapsy-
chological phenomena attached to man-made
constructions.

We have a lot to leam about paradigm
jumps in human evolution, and perhaps we
are not meant to know in full. Perhaps it is all
meant to be, and out there somewhere is a
non-human intelligence with its feet up on a
sofa and oneeye on the human Circlemakers
saying: 'Christ. I never thought it was going
to be this easy.'

Andrew Collins is the author of TIle Circlemakers,

ABC Books, €4.95.



WAS TFIE CIRCLE-CONTEST WORTH WHILE?
Montague Keen, farmer, journalist and Director of the CCCS Crop Research Panel, makes a critical
assessment of The Cerealogist's 1992 circle-making contest

IT WAS A huge social success and a joyous
event everyone seems agreed on that, But
did it achieve its serious scientific objectives,
or has it justified the critics who forecast a
deluge of fresh hoaxing?

As one who had long pressed the case for
just such a competition, worked with Rupert
Sheldrake (who found the financial sponsors)
to promote the idea, and played a leading
part in designing the set piece pictogram and
framing the rules, I mustbear much of
responsibility for what went.wrong.

The fact that I was in the USA on the
week-end of July 1l/1,2 rather than in West
Wycombe has left me dependent on the
reports of those present as organisers,;'udges,
invigilators or critics: and what follows is
based on their assessments, as well as the
chastening experiences of visiting and
examining a score or more of formations in
Wiltshire and Hampshire in the succeeding
month.

Since none of the press reports I have seen
even mentioned it, it is worth restating that
the aim was to help cerealogists in the
difficult task of distinguishing the spurious
from the genuine. The only valid way to do
this was by open invitation to a contest in
which all participants would have to meet
identical requirements. Objective judgements
on any other basis would have been impossi-
ble. Colin Andrews has protested that this
was quite unnecessary because he had
undertaken such tests with the army years
ago. No doubt. But they were private. They
may well have demonstrated what the
selected recruits could do, but they could be
of little value or relevance unless open to
anyone, and with public inspection and
assessment of the result.

That is precisely what was demanded by
the former chief scientific adviser to the
Government, Solly Zuckerman, in an
incisively written and well-informed article in
the Nezo York Reaieto of Boo&s last autumn.
Lord Zuckerman may well have thought this
would help decide the matter. What it has
done is to show just how skillfully the human
crop circle maker can deCeive the unwary.
There had never been any question of
proving or disproving the fraud hypothesis.
What we wanted were more reliablg tested,
guidelines to help serious researchers not to
waste time and resources on formations likely
to have been consciously created by man.

Our expectation was that the competition
would show a gap between genuine and
hoaxed features precise enough to enable us
thenceforth to get on with our investigation
untroubled by the mischievous or miscon-
ceived activities of those intent for whatever
motive on engaging in criminal trespass and
malicious damage, with the effect of disrupt-
ing or denigrating our work.

Aided by rumour and fear of exposure to

The competition field at West Wycombe with the Dashwood mausoleum and the golden ball on St
Lawrence's church in the background. Tweloe tmms worked by night to create these formations.
Compare them with the (dare we say?) genuine pictogram which appeared later at Ogbourne St
George, Wilts.
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ridicule, hoaxers' skills have inhibited
research and spread confusion and some
dissension in the ranks, despite the un-
doubted value of the lessons gleaned. But the
research has not stopped, although initial
expectations that a simple litmus test of
genuineness might have emerged by the end
of the 1992 season have not been realised.

The event was never intended to be a

media occasion; yet dependence on the media
for publicity to attract potential competitors
was inevitable. With the sole exception of the
BBC's farming programmes, none of the
media reported the event responsibly, so far
as I am aware. Some, like TheTimes,simply
combined inaccuracy with irrelevance.
Others, Iike the Sunday Telegrapfu pushed
kivialization beyond the boundaries of
responsible journalism. Only The Guardian
made any serious effort to present the contest
accurately, or reflect the fact that Adrian
Dexter, leader of the winning team, believed

the phenomenon to be genuine. Astonish-
ingly, none commented on the absence of
Doug and Dave.

In retrospect it is clear that the ehallenge
was too easy. We had all feared lest the
complexity of the design, and the number
and severitv of the rules, rvould deter
potentiai competitors. Thev may lvell have
done but, fortunately, not in sufficient
numbers. As it vr,as, the contest put more
strain on the judges than the competitors.

The organising committee had agonised
between the West Wycombe site and a farm
in the circle-ridden depths of deepest
Wiltshire. We made the wrong choice. Little
did we realise the illumination which would
be donated by a combination of street lamps,
warm glows from the administrative site
marquee and the neighbouring steam fair,
cloud-bounced refl ection from neighbouring
Wycombe, passing train and car lights and a
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pregnant moon. Despite all of this, torches
and lighters were still seen (and recorded).
Observers reported that when the contest
began there was still enough light to enable
competitors to plot the shape of the forma-
tion, and to be seen silhouetted against the
light when viewed at wheat-top eye level in a

suburban environment.
Nor was this the only aspect which made

the contest less than typical of remote Wessex
downland farms. There was no restriction on
the use of equipment. That was a mistake:
mainly mine, since I was chiefly responsible
for the plan and the rules. The intention had
been to make conditions as realistic as

possible. All credit to the winners: by using
an ingenious but elaborate metal plank and
ladder arrangement, among an assembly of
other mechanical contraptions, they escaped
the penalties imposed on those leaving tracks
between sections of the formation. Great fun,
but wholly unrealistic for fabricating a

pictogram in dead secret half a mile or more
up a hillside in rural darkness haunted by
hoax- hunting vigilantes armed with cameras.

Our alternative mid-Wilts choice would
have been less attractive to the press, and
probably less convenient to competitors and
organisers, but it would have provided a

much denser crop, more difficult to traverse
undetectably, and darker conditions. We
could not, of course, have guaranteed wet
grourid, but even as contestants were
labouring away in Wycombe, something was
making a superb pictogram 70 miles to the
wes! near Lockeridge. "Personally I would
have awarded the f3,000 prize to whatever
agent had created the Shaw's farm evenf',
commented one astute observer, whose
presence at the contest was delayed by a few
hours spent examining the newest formation.
"I could not help wondering why he, she,
they or it had failed to enter the competition.
The event was larger than that specified for
the contest; it had been made during a night
of drizzle, following a day of torrential rain;
there was no trace of mud on the untouched
bloom of the elaborately laid grain (though
my own boots had squelched in the tramiines
leading to the event); the complexities of the
lay of the grain, particularly where the shafts
of the event ran into its rotational compo-
nents, were remarkable to behold. I could not
help awarding high personal marks to the

genius who had been at work."
That neatly encapsulates the essential

difference between the spurious and the
genuine, but one detectable only by the first
visitor: a wholly untarnished lay formed in
circumstances where the soil would have
been wet enough to muddy footwear, and
discovered early enough for the dew or
bloom to be seen unblemished.

Despite rain during the day the contest
field was not muddy: that would indeed have
strained the ingenuity of contestants. As it
was, judges and critics were virtually
unanimous in expressing surprise at the high
standard of performance. This was a salutary,
and cbastening, experience, not least for those
who, like me, had hitherto considered some
of the tasks to be unhoaxable. For example,
contestants were asked to make an area

where the crop was bent sharply downwards
at around 5" above the ground. One team
accomplished this satisfactorily, but it was
clear that a former had been used to bend the
stems. Those who have observed this
phenomenon in the field would recognise the
difference between a mechanically uniform
appearance and the variable height and
uneven, dishevelled appearance of such areas

in the real thing.

Indeed, this was the central point of
judges' criticism: all considered that even the
best entries showed signs of being laboured
over and mechanically flattened. "If hoaxing
is the explanation of the crop circle phenom-
enon " one of the more experienced judges
later observed, "then none of the real hoaxers
took part in this competition."

Entrieslacked "flow" - thesmooth
transmission of the flattening energy(ies?)
round bends. We failed to require competi-
tors to replicate the effect of two directional
lines apparently colliding, with resultant
interweaving of the crop - a rare but signifi-
cant feature found later on David Read's
farm near Alton Barnes as part of a tel-
ephone-type formation. Creditable attempts
were also made to reproduce another
supposed sign of the genuine: the weaving
effect in which sheaves lie both under and
over crops flattened in a different (usually
right-angled) direction. No contestants
accomplished this satisfactorily. They would
have had an even Breater problem had they

tried to reproduce the complex interleaving
found on the Ogbourne St George formation
near Marlborough on August sth, a feature
inherently incompatible with any sort vortex
theory, incidentally.

There was a surprising lack of agreement
among observers about which features had
beelr accomplished least or most successfully.
All concluded that the swirl pattern, in which
the stems flow towards the circumference
with ever-increasing radii, thereby obliging a

hoaxer to trudge back to the centre to start
the next swirl, was nowhere accomplished
well enough to deceive; but there were
widely divergent views on the extent to
which the crop had shown signs of scuffling
and broken stems - a feature which, Iike some
others, can be judged only by the first
entrants.

Contestants found little difficulty in off-
setting the focal point of the circle's ostensible
cenke. In their responses to a questionaire,
most judges and observers described most
results as either "reasonable enough to make
hoax recognition difficult for most people",
or "good enough to fool most people and
might mislead experienced circle investiga-
tors." Features warranting such commenda-
tion included the absence of entry/exit marks
(but in a thinnish crop, and with plot'
boundary passages very handy); and the very
limited amounts or positive absence of
external damage where fakers had inadvert-
ently overstepped the precise boundaries of
the set formation - a criterion introduced in
deference to the immaculate right-angle turns
in last yeals Barbury Castle ratchet feature.

But most of the judges rested their final
assessment on subjective impressions:
notably the mechanical and laboured-over
appearance of features, especially at conflu-
ence points or in the creation of central pillars
or nests. But all were believers: how else
could they attempt to distinguish real from
false? Sceptics who had been invited to judge
would have faced a dilemma if implicitly
obliged to accept the genuineness of a

phenomenon they believed to be fraudulent.
Whether as a result of or despite the

contest, investigators were resolute in not
publically classifying a formation as genuine,
lest they were made to look stupid, although
a good many were questionably dismissed as
hoaxes throughout the season.
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IMAGES OF 7992
Grant Wakefield took his camera to Alton
Barnes, set up camp there and recorded the
events of the 1992 season.

Although the formations can be seen at their most impressive from
the air, I found that most possessed intricate and aesthetic qualities
that were best appreciated at ground level.

1. Venus - I reached this dne, freshly formed the previous night, on
a blisteringly hot day, the crop crackling as it iifted back up. The
atmosphere was electric.

2. Olive/s Castle - C.S.E.T.I. came, flashed lights, and ieft amid
controversv and euphoria. While they watched from Alton Barnes
this triangular shape formed near Devizes.

3. Milk Hill - I reached this one about 3 days after it formed; it was
stiil in beautiful condition. Note the flow from Passageway to circle.

4. Dodman - The sheer scale of it was extraordinary. The people are
standing in the'shell' of the'snail'.

5. Dodman (detail) - The formation contained many standing
clumps of crop in which could be found staiks mysteriousiy bent at
various levels. I find it hard to associate this with rolling the crop
down. I saw the same effect at another formation. However, I await
the whispered hoaxing evidence on the dodman.

6. Mercury - One of the 15 formations to appear within a mile radius
of Alton Barnes. 'Drawn' with great skill it contained a contra-
rotating rim about 4 inches wide in the main circle. My pole wasn't
high enough to catch the crescent moon at the other end of the
formation.

7. Mercury (detail) - The ground pattern was among the best I saw.

Again I find it hard to associate such detail with mechanical roiling
methods.

8. Silbury Hill - Discovered on a flight with Busty Taylor. It was cut
the next morning. On tl're ground it was stunning, packed with
details and flows that caused me to feel almost guiity walking on it.
Others weren't happy. Another one for the great debate.

I'd like to thank Busty Taylor and Praject Argus for a most memorable flight.
I've made a VHS vrdeo of the 1992 season, running 40 mhs., containing these

and 250 other photographs. The video is available at cosi price; individual/sets
of photographs (slide dupes or prints) are available at reasonable rates.

Co Lacl The Phenomenon Collectiae, 1 1 The Drive, Hove, Sussex, BN3 3JE. Tel:
(0273) 747746.





INTERPRETATIONS
Meanings and messages in the pictograms:
Sorensen on Barbury Castle; Gerald Hawkins

Michael Green on the Wheel at Beckhampton; Peter

finds confirmation of previous theorems.

Wehatse recehsed a great number of articles with
many diflerent kinds of interpretations, geometric,

numerical, linguistic, esoteric, astrological etc., of
pictogram symbols. For oarious reasons we haoe

printed but few ot' these, and readers haoe thus
been too little infotmed about a most striking
aspect of the top circle phenomenon, its
stimulating and educath;e effect on minds. The

follozoing are some brief examples of the interpre'
tioe essays we haae too often had to exclude.

The dharmic wheel at Silbury
From the Chairman of CCCS

The most important croP formation of 1992

appeared iust north of Silbury Hill, Wiltshire
(SU .094690) on the night of the 17th August.
It is in the tradition of the great instructional
mandalas which have appeared in previous
years, the best known examples of which are
the trichotonous symbol at Barbury Castle
and the Mandelbrot formation at lckleton.

If these two formations were mandalas
expressing truths about the etheric structure
of Deity and Gaia respectively, the Silbury
Hill formation is an important statement
abouthuman spiritual deoelopmerf . It takes the
form of the most profound IndoAryan
symbols, t}ite Great Turnirg as it was known in
prehistoric Europe, and in the East as the
Dharmic Wheel.Thisstatement cif the structure
of tlltimate Reality has the eight symbols of
Being and Becoming on the points of the
directions..(These glyphs also appear as

separate crop formations elsewhere in
Wessex). In the centre is the ring and dot
symbolising Deity, further defined as the
manifested state of God by being quartered.
In Celtic terms, this is Bel, the Light behind
the Light. Each of the symbols on the outer

ring represents a particular energy (vibration)

or spiritual state, which at the end of the cycle
leads to apotheosis. It is interesting that the
Crop Circle Makers, out of deference to our
cultural and ethnic origins in the British lsles,

are using a very ancient Indo-Aryan system
of symbolism rather than glyphs associated
with more recent world belief systems.

On the south are the antlers of Cernunnos
symbolising the role of the Animal Powers in
the pl'rysical development of mankind. Then
moving anti-cloc1,:rarise is the cardiac forlr.a'
tion of Modron, representing the earth in the
nurturing role of the archetyPal Mother. This
is the energy of group consciousness' On the
east, the procreative power of Dagda is

symbolised by the sexual glyph,themalndioa.
This speaks of spiritual conception. The
crescent moon olSulis constitutes the womb of
spirituality and the individuation of the
personality. On the north is Tarartis with l,is

wheel .The three fingeredhand of blessing is

also a claw for this is the energy of conflict
between the personality, soul and spirit. It
represents the confrontation between Soul
and Personality. Lugh, archetype of inspired
knowledge, in the northwest has lost his
symbol due to an intrusive water trough in
the field, which has destabilised the energies.
On the west is t}:.e ring and key of Mapon, the
Divine Youth symbolising the emergence of
the spiritual being who qnlocks the door to
the Mysteries for others, The last formation
on the southwest is a fnadic symbol of Spirit,
Soul and Personality brought together final$
as one Unity. It is the place of Donn the
archetype of death and transformation. For it
is here thit spiritual mahrrity having been
fully achieved, further incarnations on the
Dharmic lAlheel are unnecessary. The
transformed Spirit of Light moves to the
Centre, symbolised by Bel, for further
development in a different sphere of Reality.

I am now preparing a study of the crop
circle phenomenon, as symbols of spiritual
developmen! under the title'The Celtic
Zodiac'.

Harmonic ratios in crop
formations
Gerald Hawkins has previously published
(Cerwlogist 3 & 6) his geometrical analyses
of various crop formations, observing that
in every case the internal ratios of the
figures comprise harmonies within the
diatonie scale of music. This, he observes
does not identify the circlemakers but points
to a design source behind their handiwork.
One of the 1992 formations which con-
formed to his theorems was the triangle of
Iinked circles at Oliver's Castle, Wiltshire. It
rvas photographedby Grant Wakefield (hg.z,
page 14) and from the air by Busty Taylor
Oelow with overlay).

Three equal circles make an equilateral triangle.
Because the tangents intersect, a same-size circle

canbe drawn to t'it exactly inside the trinngle.
By geometry, area A is exactly 4 tintes arca B.

So from the quadratic rule t'or concentric circles
(Gerald Hawkins, Cosmos, n. 2, p.24), we get

note C". Similarly the annulus giaes note G'.
This is crop circle theorem lI (Gerald Hatukins,

Cerealogist 3, p.15)"

Triple tangent theorem

Let three equal circles make an equilateral
triangle, and let the three tangents between pairs
intersect at d common point, P. lf a circle,
concentric to the eircle at the apex, is drawn to

touch the base of the triangle, then the ratio of
areas of the concentric circles is 9, corresponding
by Rule 2 to the note D"' . The two circles at the

base taken as satellites giae note C by Rule 1.

Crop circle theorem II is also indicated in the

pattem, because each of the thru circles is equal

to the inscribed circle of the triangle. Therefore
by theorem II the pattern contains the notes G'
and C".
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Again, because the tangents intersect, circle D is

exactly 9 times the area of circle A. From the

quadratic rule for concentric circles, we get note
D'''l But B and C are satellites to satellites
(Cosmos, loc cil) we get the note C, This is a

oariation ot' crop circle theorem L

Barbury Castle, the geometry
of God
From the editor of 2000 Millennium Magazine

For thousands of years profound secrets have
been jealously guarded by priests, both
Western and Eastern, who felt that Inner
Truth was beyond understanding by the
laity. But, forget dogma, a sign l'Las come to
reveal the keys to understanding the
Universe for all. With humanitv clearly at the
fork in the road between Utopia and
ecological disaster, last year the Circlemakers
deemed it appropriate to shon,al1 those with
eyes to see, a diagram that is lruly the
anatomy of God. It appeared on tl-ie morning
of July 17th, 199L.tn a wheat field belon'
Barbury Castle, in Wiltshire.

Barbury Castle L991.

As someone who has studied sacred
geometry since the 1950s, I have been reading
the various analyses of the magnificent
Barbury Castle crop formation with great
interest, beginning with john Michell's
profound discoveries, as put forth in Ifte
Cereologist #4, of the sacred significance of the
formatior/s measurements to the name of
Jesus, and the NewJerusalem.

Recently a fine essay by Brian Grist,
"Alchemy and Chaos at Barbury Castle" had
been included in'Ciphers in the Crops,'an
excellent little book edited by Beth Davis.
Grist reprints several alchemical and hermetic
diagrams that shed light on the s)zmbolism of
the great crop gllph, which he explains with
evident scholarship. He points out the
fundamental fact that the triangle represents
the Triune Godhead or Trinity, and demon-
strates that its three-in-one division is
identical to the "Solomonic Pentacle" of the
Pythagoreans.

Horvever, more needo to be said about
wllat this triangle divided into three kiangles
represents. It is a two-dimensional represen-
tation of a 3-D solid known as a tetrahedron
(sometimes called "The Golden Tripod"). The
tekahedron is a pyramid{ike structure with
four faces (three sides and bottom) that are
equilateral triangles. In unifying the three and
the four, the tetrahedron harmoniously
resolves the conflict between odd and even
(the ultimate opposites) in the most elegant
possible way. The tekahedron, the first and
foremost Platonic solid, is (Iike its 2-dimen-
sional analog, the triangle) a widely revered
archetype, or model, of God. The sphere (or
circle!) is the only geometric entity that is
more fundamental - indeed these dramati-
cally different shapes are complimentary
building blocks in the architecture of creation.

The three different circlederived motifs at
the corners of the Barbury Castle triangle,
according to Grisfs alchemical diagrams, are
the "Sun, Moon and Mercurly''or "salt,
sulphur and mercury." The trouble with
alchemy, though, is that it hides more than it
reveals. These three heavenly bodies or

elements were symbolic of the three aspects
of God known to Catholics as the Father/
Son/Holy Ghirst, and which Hindus more
openly describe as BrahmalVishnu/Siva, the
Creator/Preserver/Destroyer, if "Destroyef
disturbs you, call that face of God the
"Changer" or "Recyclef . Which aspect do
you think the spiral ratchet represents?!.

Illustration #2 is a very remarkable 16th
century diagram that can be found repro-
duced in Manly P. Hall's classic Encyclopedic
Outline of Masonic, Hermetic, Qabbalistic, and
Rosicrucian Symbolical P hilosophy. Look
closely, and you will see that the essential
geometry of Barbury Castle appears at the
center of the top half of the diagram. The
accompanyingtext refers to the triangle/
tetrahedron as the "Throne of God," with
seven angels surrounding and guarding the
throne. The three corner circles are labeled
Father, Son, and Spirit The bottom half of the
diagram represents the physical creation,
with the seven inner rings being the orbits of
the then-known planets, and the numerous
outer rings are the paths of stars.

My intuition is that the great glyph at
Barbury Castle represents a universal truth
that transcends the labels of various religions.
Ill bet that if you visit advanced beings
an).where in the Universe you ll find that
they revere the tetrahedron as the corner-
stone of creation. For our survival, ifs vital
for humanity to graduate from two-dimen-
sional thinking to three- and higher dimen-
sional thinking. The time has come to step
into the light and experience the harmony of
the architecture of creation - the beauty and
wisdom of the Creator - first hand.

Studying the amazing designs in the corn
fields (especially the Mandelbrot set - so
exquisitely revealed in computer animated
films) dispels the medieval darkness of
dogma and reveals the nature of the Divine.
Thafs Barbury Casde's purposd, certainly.

Peter Sorense& an American; is present$ editing a

video tape, "Humani!/s Wake.Up Call," from
fuotage he shot this past sunlmer with Busty Taylor.



FLUTINGS AND FLUTTERINGS

black Africa, I know how easy it is to be
startled by animal songs and noises. I
answered that the noise must be made by a

cricket. There was nothing strange about this
noise. I quickly went back to my work and
forgot the incident for the rest of the night.
My friends concluded that I must be right,
because they didn't mention it again. I should
say that the noise may have come from the
east, but its exact location was difficult to
estimate.

We had an appointment with Colin the
next day, Saturday morning July 15th. He
played us a tape he had made a few days
earlier, We were delighted by this favour.
Although the quality of the recording or
reproduction wasn't perfect, we recognized
the noise we had heard the evening before.
The team members immediately criticized me
in a friendly way for having dismissed the
unknown noise too quickly. It occurred to me
that I may have made a mistake and I was
quite embarassed about having demystified
the noise a bit too hastily. Colin, very pleased
to have witnesses, had us sign a written
statement.

We returned to Cheesefoot Head in the
late afternoon. We again heard the noise
which was so similar to that on Colin's tape.
Several team members decided to record it
and then to approach its source as quietly as

possible. I think it was Gilles who took the
initiative. Finding their procedure very
pertinent, I followed thEm along with great
interest. One or two team members, who had
proceeded with some difficulty though the
brush while carrying a tape recorder, decided
to quit. They thought their recording was
long enough. It occurred to us that the White
Crow team may have been in error. The noise
seemed close, because it was very intense. But
the further we went, the more we realized
that we had underestimated the distance.
However, Gilles Munsch and I soon located
the source. Only the two of us were left,
communicating with each other by slow
gestures. This allowed us to get very close to
the source. The source was located in a bush
at the edge of the field. Rejecting my previous
idea, I told Gilles that it must be a bird. The
noise was much too strong to have been
made by a cricket. Gilles agreed. We sepa-

rated and positioned ourselves on either side
of the bush. The bird was on my side. I
discovered it easily on a low branch two
meters from me. It flew away, passed in front
of Gilles, and perched on a nearby tree.
Although it was late in the day, Gilles was
able to see the bird perfectly. It stopped
singing when it flew away, but a minute later
it began to sing again, showing that the
source of the sound had moved with the bird.
The mystery was suddenly explained. The

oPeration was a succe9s.

When he returned to France, Gilles

Yoes Chausson leads his intrepid team of French investigators into the bushes of darkest
Hampshire and confirms what Ken Brown said about the grasshopper warbler and Colin
Andrews's mystical trilling.

COLINANDREWS, AUTHOR of the first
book on "Crop Circles", is known as an
ardent champion of the strange and unex-
plained so far as the circles and pictograms
are concerned, down to their tiniest detdils.
He has spoken and written about the emotion
he felt in hearing an unexplained sound that
he named "the trilling noise", which he
associated with the mystery of the circles. He
mentioned this noise in 1989 to a few people,
and I was among the first to know about it.
Until then the information had been confi-
dential. I respected his request to be discreet
until he himself broadcast the information
widely.

The French teams who have Eaveled to
England during the past four years all come
from Ufological backgrounds. We are
therefore all normally interested in mysteries,
but we carefully try to avoid adding to or
accepting false mysteries that are full of
errors, practical jokes, misunderstandings or
deceptions. We are very fond of hunting
down false mysteries, especially in Ufology,
not so as to degrade them reductionistically,
but so as to be left only with the true and
pure mystery. This is the only attitude to take
if one wants to make any breakthrough in
understanding the universe. In Engiand,
starting in July 1990, sev6ral members of the
French teams tried, in one way or another, to
verify the truth of the mystery attributed to
the discoveries of all the crop circle research-
ers. Each member has his own favourite way
of going about this. Each one communicates
his observations to the othert sooner or later.
Some have remained silent for several years
in order to confirm their first observations.
Sometimes they wait until the same discover-
ies are made by other teams. The French team
of 1989 was composed of seven people. I was
part of it. It was the first time we had been on
English soil specifically to study this phenom-
enon. We had come foronly a week to collect
information and had no intention of checking
the fundamental truth of the mysteries. It was
circumstances that led us to the sound of the
grasshopper warbler. For the demystification
of the "trilling noise", I want to point out
very clearly that the work of the French team
bore its ftuit involuntarily.

In ]uly 1989, we were often in Cheesefoot
Head, because we were camping at Winches-
ter. Having been told by Colin about a
strange noise heard in a Cheesefoot Head
circle, four team members went into the field
in question the following night. I was one of
the four team members. Ciosely followed by
the others, I walked further into the field, We
all noticed a curious noise. One of my friends,
who thought the sound resembled Colin's
description, brought my attention to it to get
my opinion. I lrad in fact already noticed this
"song" without having thought it anything
special. Having lived in Madagascar and in

undertook to find out which bird it was. He
gave a copy of his tape to an amateur
ornithologist a member of the "Oiseau
Nature" association, who suggested either
the nightjar or the grasshopper warbler.
Gilles obtained the "Walkbird" cassettes,

which are a recorded guide to European bird
calls, and the book Guide des oiseaux d'Europe.
He researched the sounds of the nightjar and
the grasshopper warbler and compared then:
to the recording he had made in England. He
decided in favour of the grasshopper warbler.

In the autumn of 1989, a few team
members prepared a copy of our tape and a

letter with all the information and sent the 1o:

to Colin. To our great surprise, none of us
ever received a reply, Some of the members
were in fact very disappointed. In June 1990 I
met Colin. He spontaneously mentioned the
packet that the French team had sent, which
is how I knew that Colin had indeed receivec
it. Although disturbed, he did not seem to
want to have to choose between his hypoth-
esis and our certainty. I avoided influencing
him so he could decide for himself.

Completely independently in 1991, the
Englishman Ken Brown made the very same
observation and published his conclusions ir.
The Cerealogist no. 6. This was exactly what
we were waiting for to announce our own
discoveries. We are absolutely certain that
Colin, who has a great tendency to make a

mystery out of everything he doesn't
personally understand, has mystified a noise
that is completely natural.

Translated by Christine Rhone.

GREAT MOI4ENTS IN CEREALOGT
A S kphb is cuql* out on Q.f,eutcilrn,
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REVIEWS

LIMITED VISION
Paul Devereux

THE STONEHENGE SOLUTION -
The Secret Revealed
George Terence Meaden
Souvenir Press, f,1,8.99

THIS IS A well-written and well-researched
book. It contains useful information and
some valuable original findings. And yet, as a

whole, it is curiously irritating and subtly
flawed.

Meaden's master-theme is the marriage of
heaven and earth, the "Cosmic Consumma-
tion", and this he appiies with gusto to
cursuses (Neolithic earthen avenues found in
association with iong barrows), Stonehenge,
Avebury and anything eise that his single-
pointed, meteorologically-tinted attention
focuses upon.

Meaden sketches in basic evidence to
support the idea of a goddess religion in the
British Neolithic, and while he is no doubt
essentially correct, he tends to go a little
overboard on this theme. He makes sweeping
assumptions that the carvings on the stones
inside the chambered mound of Gavrinis in
Brittany are vulvic symbolism, for instance,
or this, that or t'other standing stone is a
"Goddess Stone". He correctly points out that
outside of mainiand Britain - on the Channel
Islands, in France, and so on - there are
menhirs carved with breasts and other female
imagery. Yet it always strikes me that these
stones can also appear phalloid, and there is
no discussion in Meaden's book about a

possible fusion of images representing some
prehistoric mystical (and, indeed, shamanic)
concept of a transcedence of dualities. To
Meaden, archaic religion seems always to
have resulted from the impact and worship of
external phenomena; nowhere does he pause
to consider the effects of trance conscious-
ness, which we know in surviving traditional
cultures was such a crucial element. Also,
Meaden makes an automatic assumption that
the sun is masculine, and the moon and Earth
feminine. While the latter is no doubt true, he
does not address the conflicting linguistic
evidence which suggests that from the
remotest times in northern Europe (and in
many other cultures worldwide) the sun was
seen as feminine and the moon masculine (its
colour that of semen, and its waxing and
waning like the excitation and relaxation of
the penis). Indeed, the English word "sun"
comes from "Sunna" , a goddess.

But not to be churlish, we can accept the
premise of the union of a sky god and land
goddess in broad terms. One of its most
dramatic manifestations for the Neolithic
observer, Meaden states, was the tornado: the

penis of tl.re Sky God ravishing the Earth
Goddess. Such a dramatic image of the
Sacred Marriage was monumentalised in the
cursuses, Meaden claims. The awed Neolithic
peoples would trace the devastation path left
by the tornado across the land, and make it
permanent by defining it with ditches and
banks, and placing long barrows ("Goddess

Barrows") in relation to it. Meaden's cross-
referencing of cursus and tornado-path
dimensions is definitely persuasive. but apart
from his specific theories, the book is worth
having just for its useful summary of cursus
data in general.

(Another form of the same thing, accord-
ing to Meaden, is the atmospheric vortex that
makes the crop circles. These circles provided
tl're divinely selected sites on which stone
circles were built, he claims, echoing the
theme of his earlier The Goddess of the Stones

[this present book is a much better work than
that, I am pleased to reportl. Of course, his
vortex theory has now been largely discred-
ited - it certainly isn't proved to the extent
that Meaden implies in this work - and so this
hypothesis is dubious throughout.)

Meaden describes a number of cursuses,
and makes the curious claim that the
discovery of the alignment of long barrows to
the ends of cursuses is his (p115). It most
certainly is not. However, his analysis of the
orientation of key long barrows to one or
other of the two ends of the Stonehenge
Cursus is an original piece of work, and is
most interesting. He also convinces me, at
least, that he has discovered a hitherto
unnoticed cursus on Martin's Down at Long
Bredy; his exciting photograph of crop marks
there, together with intelligent analysis of the
orientations of surrounding long barrows is a
highly commendable piece of research.

There are other worthwhile findings in the
book, too. His study of the play of sunlight
and moonlight in the Neolithic chambered
mound of Stoney Littleton for instance, is a
fine piece of work. Likewise when the book
finally comes to focus on Stonehenge: he
observes that the midsummer-period sun
throws the phallic shadow of the Heel Stone
into the interior of the Stonehenge lintelled
enclosures. The shadow would have passed
over the once-erect "Altar Stone" (which
Meaden renames "Vvomb Stone"), represent-
ing the Goddess. The union of the deities. The
'nVomb Stone" was specially selected and
brought from Wales because of its distinctive
pale green colouring and its reflective surface
of embedded mica pieces which would have
glittered in the sun before and after the
passage of the Heel Stone's shadow across it.

All well and good. So what are the
problems? A number of things. At Stone-
henge, Meaden does not discuss the existence
of a second stone hole close to the Heel Stone.

The significance of this could change much

about the "trick' of the shadow. Moreover, in
one of this egocentric assertions that irritat-
ingly crop up here and there in the book
Meaden dares to claim that this shadow effect
is the "solution" to Stonehenge. Yet what
about the metrological and geodesic aspects
of the site? What about the plentiful other
astronomical alignments encoded within the
monument? What about the geomantic
relationships between Stonehenge and the
landscape around? What about the nature of
its ritual uses? While I do not doubt Meaden
has added a valuable insight regarding the
monument, it is only one factor amongst
many, and is in no way the specific "solu-
tion" to the site's enigma.

This somewhat arogant tendency towards
oversimplication is repeated in his treatment
of Avebury, where, again, he finds some
interesting, and I am sure, valid orientations
and plays of light and shadow. But then he
makes the sweeping assertion that this
wonderfully complex monument was also
created to ceiebrate the Divine Marriage. He
is on a hobbyhorse, and won't be deflected.

In briefly mentioning other sites where a

similar effect of light and shade might occur,
he does not include the important work of
Martin Brennan (The Stars and the Stones) at
Irish sites, inciuding Newgrange, nor John
Glover (various issues oI The Lry Hunter) at
Cumbrian stone circles. The effects discov-
ered by these writers might well upset some
of Meaden's more simplistic conclusions, and
also would show him to be only one re-
searcher amongst several into this aspect of
sites, which the uninformed reader of this
book would never guess.

His cursus idea has a better claim to being
an explanation of those monuments, and I
respect it, even though I do not believe it.
This is partly because I have other theories, of
course, so I must be careful. The course of one
of my doubts is that meteorological theoris-
ing should so neatly explain stone circles and
cursuses, coming as it does from a meteoro-
logical scientist. It smacks of the projection of
pet ideas. More specifically, I can piace my
suggestion as to the nature of cursuses (i.e.

that they are spirit or ghost ways; avenues of
the dead, ultimately relating to certain
experiential and neurological factors
associated with shamanic trance, as explained
in my Shamanism and the Mystery Lines) in a

worldwide context that is becoming increas-
ingly convincing, and with the supportive
network of a range of other data. Meaden
doesn't explain where the tornado monu-
ments of the rest of the world are located.
Why did they just occur in Britain, which is,
after all, not thatplagted by such phenom-
ena? What about the Americas? (If he starts
attempting to explain Native American linear
features, "roads" and lines in that vein, it will
show his theory to be dubious.) His claim

-



that stone rows in Brittany and elsewhere are

other versions of tornado-Path
monumentalisation is not at all convincing.

All in aI1, the book contains valuable
findings and suggestions which I think are

rendered more interesting by ignoring the

hypothetical frameworks Meaden forces

them into. These frameworks, in my opinion,
have limited his vision.

Paul Devereaux is a prolific author of books on

Earth Mysteries and Editor of Tfte Ley Huntet

magazine. His two most recent books ate Symbolic

I-andscapes (Gothic Image Publications) and

Shaffianisfi and the Mystery Lines (Qnanfilfi).

A STAND-OFF DEBATE
]. Erik Beckjord

COSMIC CODE OR NATURAL
FORCE?
Circle Films, f,L4.95, $29.95

COSMIC CODE OR natural force is a relative
latecomer in the race to sell videos of the 1991

English crop circles season, following Colin
Andrew's Undeniable Eoidence and lohn
MacNish's Crop Circle Communique.It sticks
to the basic issue of whether natural Meaden-
style vortices are to blame, or whether
paranormal forces are at work. Radio
personalty Dave Barrett, the British equiva-
lent of our Charles Currault, goes out and
about in Hampshire and Wiltshire, and
interviews Dr. Terence Meaden, his arch-rival
George Wingfield, farmer Tim Carson of
Alton Barnes fame, Dr. Otshuki, the Japanese
physicist who supports Meaden, several
dowsers, a member of Meaden's TORRO
group, Una Dawood of the Beckhampton
Corn Circles Committee, Paul Randle and
Mike Watkins, both local Hampshire
investigators, and Crist, who witnessed a
UFO in tl're circles area. As the video
progresses from intervieu, to interview many
of the 1991 season circles formations are
shown, with heavy emphasis on the Barbury
Castle formation and thelockeridge Whale,
with a good representation of most of the
other well-known formations, both from the
air and from hills.

The discussion, however, soon focuses
down to Meaden versus Wingfield, in which
one theory that is as yet unproven is pitted
against another unProven theory. PeoPle are
fascinated by the circles because they offer
the possibility that forces beyond our ken
may be at work. Wingfield pushes this and
Meaden does his best to Put cold water on it.
The charm of this video is in watching each

pick at the other in an attemPt to get at the
truth. Wingfield properly Points out that
Meaden tends to seize on circles that might
support his theory, falling back on the hoa-r

theory to negate any circles that provide a

difficulfy. To paraphrase Wingfield, "What
sort of science do we have here if we throw
out the data anytime it doesn't fit the theory?"
A good exampie of this is their debate over
the Barbury Castle formation. 5 days after it
was formed, I found no ragged aspects at all,
and no torn or damaged stems. The turns and

corners were exquisitely done, esPecially in
the spiral ratchet section. Wingfield then
recounts that Meaden first seemed to be

impressed, but then later recanted when he

realized that no vortex could possibly have

created the intelligently planned formation'
Thus Meaden's onlY refuge is in hoax.

Wingfield offers as an alternative that the

circles have grown increasingly complex,
whiclr was not the case in'1992, and mentions
that the circles are found along eiTergy lines
and that they ire "strongly doswable", which
seems questionable since dowsers were
fooled repeatedly in 1991 by hoaxers'

Wingfield, who has not been caught yet,
fights back at Meaden by pointing out the

phenomena of "add-ons", such as the fourth
ring found at a huge circle a week after it was

made with three rings only at Devizes in
Wilts. Such a ring, and other add-on circles

that I have seen myself (Newton St. Loe, as

an example) could not be created by a

mindless vortex, returning to the scene of the
crime. Vortices don't have the brains to make
complex and add-on formations, but there is
no hard evidence for a non-human intelli
gence being directly involved either, despite
many reports of odd lights in the fields and
UFO reports.

This video can be obtained from Circle Films, VFS,

124 Mortimer Street, Trowbridge, Wilts BA14 8BN.

Brief notices

Crop Circle Inngunge by Steve Canada. From out of a

sturdy package addressed to us from America fell
tlris ten-volurne work plus a Crop Circle Reading

Mnttual, a Crop Circle Translatiort Guide and a swam
of leaflets. On the front of each volume is the type-

wri.tten text: WHO ARE MAKING THE CROP

CIRCLES, AND WHY? WHERE ARE THE CIRCLE

MAKERS FROM? WHAT DOES THIS

PICTOGRAMNI]C SYMBOLIC INFORMATION

SYSTEM MEAN? THESE QUEST]ONS ARE

ANSWERED IN THIS BOOK, USiNG DOCU.

MENTED ANCIENT EVIDENCE. THE ANSWERS

TO THESE QUESTIONS, AND MUCH MORE, ARE

EXPLAINED IN THIS BOOK. WHICH USES

ANCIENT TEXTS OF THE WRITTEN HUMAN
H]STORICAL RECORD TO DECIPHER SPECIFIC

SYMBOLS REPEATEDLY AND CAREFULLY

CRAFTED 1NTO THESE "CROP CIRCLE"
DESIGNS, WHICH TURN OUT TO BE, UPON

EXAMINATION, COMPARISON AND ANALYSIS,

COMML]NICATION ARTIFACTS.

When people claim to know something, I
il,onder why to go to so much trotlble to hide

n hatever they know beneath heaps of repetitive

rvaffle. These ugly looking u,orks, interleafed with
press clippings and items stolen fromThe Cerealogist

and elsewhere, are annotated in the author's zany

handwriting and studded with quotations from Z.

Sitchin, R. Hoagland and some of the leading cranks

on the network. The generhl idea put forward is that

crop circles are messages from a planet called

Niburu or \4arduk.
Mr Canada says he is a poet and artist. It is

hard to understand how someone with those

qualifications can produce such glaringly unattrac-

tive works. Since I can not bear to look at them I can

not review them. This is mfair to Steve Canada,

who is evidently sincere and has put a great deal oi

thought and effort into these publications. If any

reader - preferably a practised writer who knorvs

something about the planet Marduk - would care to

undertake a proper review, please volunteer in

writing to 11 Porvis Gardens, London W11 1JG and

the books will be sent on to You.
You can buy all ten volumes of Crop Circle

Language for $35 incl. or $1 for a list from Steve

Canada, PO Box 1913, Mono Bay, C A93443-79-1'3.

Circles ol Note: n Render's Guide to the Crop Citcle

Phenomenon, compiled by Michael Chorost. Here are

listed 250 books, journals, articles, videos and other

iterns to do with crop circles. But why? Mike

Chorost is a rare scholar and no doubt he wants to

help future historians of the circle phenomenon. No

doubt they will be grateful, but for us here and nou-

last year's circle literature is about as usefu1 as last

year's diary. It consists mostly of busted theories,

notions discredited and dreams that did not come

true. Still, there is some grain arnong this chaff and

it is a handsome production. $3 or €2 cash to Dennij

Stacy, Box 12434, San Antonio, Texas78212. /.i1

MEETINGS

TH'E1,992 CORNFERENCE
lames Chapman spoke at the
Salisbury meeting and gives
his impressions of it.

THE SECOND ANNUAL Cerealogist

Cornference was held on22-23 August 1992

at the City Hall, Salisbury, close to Pepperbor
Hill, wl'rere crop circles have appeared for the

last three years and farmers talk of circles
since early this century.

George Wingfield spoke first and opetred
up the l-roaxing debate which was to domi-
nate the Cornference. George unmasked the
alleged author of the "Froxfieid Fake" and
shor,ved slides of several suspected hoaxers
and hoaxes.

A formation at Upton Lovell was accom-
panied by an'S' signature, the calling card,
we are to1d, of "The Snake" one of the
numerous fakers that have frequented the
fields tiris year.One of the "maior" hoaxers
was present in tl-re audience and many people
identified him from George's slide.

John Macnish showed his beautiful aerial
film of the events of 1992, allowing ihe
audience to see that it had not been such a

'dire' season after all. He finished with shots
of the celebrated Circle Making ComPetition.

Jiirgen Kronig gave a fascinating talk on the
1992 season. He moved on to social shifts and
their relevance to the appearance of crop
circles.

A panel discussed the'hoax' issue raised
by the previous speakers.

I spoke about the Crop Circle Making
Competition and the evidence against
hoaxing; Montague Keen about biological
changes to the plants and the 1992 season.
Raiph Noyes discussed Project Argus and the

formations it had surveyed.
Jim Schnabel addressed hoaxing and horl'

people react to crop circles. When asked



wl'rich formations he had constructed, he
declined to comment - except to imply tl'rat he
l-Lad made some.

This rvas tvpical of the silliness that
became widespread throughout 1992. If
forrnations have been thought to be 'genuine'
which are in fact'hoaxed', then tl-re facts must
be presented. Mici'rael Glickman bravely
ignored the hysteria and spoke on shapes in
the pictograms that corresponded to nerv
energy soLlrces, particularly the exciting J.E.T.
(Joint European Tours) project.

A highlight of the Cornference was the
appearance of John Keel, the famous
American author and investigator of modern
mysteries. He was visiting Er-rgland to speak
at a North Country IIFO meeting, and
extended his tour in order to explore the
world of crop circles. On the way to Salisburv
he paid his first visit to Stonehenge in the
compan). of Desmond Leslie, the author (rvith
Ceorge Adamski) of the ver1, first LIFO book,
Fhling Saucers Hn'oe Landed , r,vho also
addressed the Cornference. Drarving on his
long experience of Fortean events and
outbreaks of rveird phenomena, Keel
revicrvr,d the crop circle plrenomenorr in
comparison t,ith similarlr. r-rnerplained
events.

Michael Hesemann shon ed picrures of
crop circles fron Germany and taiked about
the entertaiiring saga of the metal plates
found beneath the pictogram at Hrldesheim.

Andrelv Collins opened Sundav's session,
introducing the orgone energv hvpotl-resis
and discussing a major project planned in
1992. It wiil research the possible link
between orgone energy and crop circles.

The Sunday lecture was given by the
controversial author and prophet., David
Icke. He spoke urgently about the modern
crisis and said tl-rat, when he sah'the
destructive processes of modern economics
being carried on by people who were
considered sane, he was proud to be called a
loonyl His direct, uncompromising speech
delighted some of the audience and infuri-
ated others.

After Brian Catling had ar,r'ed and puzzled
the audience with a mixture of poetry and
visuai imagery of loaves and candles, Richard
Andrews shared the results of his dowsing
researches in relation to crop circles. Busty
Taylor, bored with the hoaxes, cheerfully
presented pictures of some of the year's
formations. Rosemary Guiley then talked
about North American circies and the Anglo-
American research programme.

The Cornference presented a good balance
between all sides in the 'hoax' controversy,
but there was at atmosphere of suspicion; we
knew there were hoaxers among us - perhaps
there to admire their handiwork. Many were
confused by tl're various contradictory
opinions about the authenticity of certain
formations, for example the ridiculous giant
.arioon snail at Alton Barnes. Despite all
hurdles, the Cornference proved to be a great
success and very enjoyable . The Cerealogist
::afi des€rr'e 6ur doflgratulatioirs. I for one
=:l. looking forward to next year's meeting as
-..'iil as to next year's circles.

QUESTIONING THE
MASTERS
Monica Sioo attended Roland
Pargeter's conference at
Glastonbury tn1,991 and was
disturbed by the

Pronouncements by some of
the men who spoke there.

AT THIS CONFERENCE were gathered most
of the "experts" (on the Unknowable?) who
have written innumerable books and articles,
have produced countless theories on the
mystery, have dowsed, measured and
analysed and have photographed and video-
filmed from helicopters. Most of them, of
course, were men. The two women there
were Isobel Kingstory the medium, psychic
and mystic, and LucyPringle, a healer and
sensitive.

I missed Colin Andrews's slide presenta-
tion on the Friday night As part of the crop
circle industry - some would call it a circus -
that has developed in the last few years, he
travels world-wide, giving papers at
international conferences on - in his words -
'Themost profound phenomenon of our
time".

It became clear during the panel discus-
sion on the Sunday, in which all the gathered
"experts" took part, that many of the men
were steeped in thinking, derived - as in the
New Age movement generally - from the
Theosophists and the right-wing medium
Alice Bailey. A very boring and appalling
paper by George de Trafford was read to us
(after we had been duly prepared) by an
American womary who led us in "calling in
the Light" - at which I felt like leaving the
conference. De Trafford, who took part in the
panel debate, clearly sees himself as some-
thing of a guru, with a direct hot line to the
astral-etheric realms that, according to him,
are inhabited by the Hierarchy of Secret all-
male Masters. Alice Bailey, who supposedly
channelled one of these (Tibetan) masters,
wrote that the "White Brotherhood" led by
the Masterlesus not only control all of
human evolution but also the etheric realms
beyond. Mchael Green, a founder of the
Centre for Crop Circle Studies was the
chairperson ofthe debate. He presents
himself as a historian and archaeologist and
is also a fan of Alice Bailey which becomes
clear from his chapter'TheRingsof Time:
the symbolism of crop gircles" inThe Crop
Circles Enigma.

According to Green, the cirdes symbolise
the Solar Logos (male) and the Planetary
Logos (female). Ourorigins are, however, to
be sought in the Heavens alone, and female
impassive Earth or Matter/Mother merely
reflects the illumination of the Father, or
spiritual Sun - never mind that the Sun was
female inmany ancient culfures. No doubt
both de Trafford and Greenimagine them-
selves as reincarnated Atlanteanpriestg a
fantasy common amongNewAge men.
Mchael Green thinks that the "Overlords of

planetary evolution" (the Administrators),
who are a kind of civil service for the
absentee god or landlord, are attempting to
communicate with us via the crop circles.
With Alice Bailey he thinks that we are to be
prepared for the momentous event when the
hierarchy is externalised and the Masters
again walk a transformed and light-radiant
Earth,.. with the elite of the New Age
thinkers,no doubt.

This belief in "The Masters" was promoted
by the Theosophists at the end of the last
century and wenthand inglove with
imperialism, racism, misoglmy and thebelief
in the Aryan or "Master Race".

I do agree with George de Trafford that
the Fairy and Spirit realms are impinging
more and more upon ours in these dangerous
times for the (living and conscious) Earth. It
is no coincidence that the Spiritualist
movement was born at the very time when
Victorian reductionist scientists had decided
that they had all the answers. But because de
Trafford, Green and other occultists and New
Agers do not see mind and consciousness as
inherent in Creation, even when they speak
for the Earth Mother as Gaia, they have no
concept of Earth as also our great Spirit
Mother. Their answer is that we must
transcend our "mere" physicality,return to
the stars and the supposed male, disembod-
ied, universal source or mind.If male mind
creates reality then it also creates the illusion
or Maya of female creation.

The crop cirdes are seen as accelerators of
human consciousness and of great changes to
come. I see them as Earth, the great Spfuit
Being, communing with our Dreamtime
mind, warning and challenging us. We were
always instructed from the spirit realms, the
ancestors. More and more people are seeking
our Her ancient sacred places. Perhaps the
crop circles are a response to this, since ours
and Naturds mind interact at all times.
Hamish Miller said he would like to see
thousands of people gathering in the stone
circles, just tuning into the energies,listening,
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A deftnite case of morhic resonance!



dreaming,leaming. He also spoke of having
experienced trance-states and time warps

when dowsing in crop circles. People have

had such experiences also in the presence of
UFOs,/Earthlights.

Stanley Messenger, A Glastonbury elder,

spoke of the circles as doorways into other

forms of consciousness like that of the Devic
realms. He sees them as "warning lights",
possibly pathological phenomena; as in
homeopathy they mightbe poison or remedy.

Some think that Earttrls internal fiery
Kundalini energies are speeding up, vibrat-
ing faster, and manifesting in earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions - also as IIFOs, ctop circles

etc. - as She attempts to heal Herself.

]ohn Michell also felt that we must listen

and learn and not come to the crop circles
withrigid ideas and preconceived notions of
what they are. This was his response to the

appatling outburstby the Americanlon Erik
Beckjord of the Crypto-Phenomenon
Museum in Malibu, Los Angeles. Beckjord's
suggestion was that we, in best Rambo
macho style, aggressively go and cut our own
circles in a bid to force answers from the
Earth. He was totally opposed to the idea
that we "passively'' (like women?) feel and
sense in the circles. He thinks that the
"langaagd' of the crop circles is "Tifinag", a

Supposed old North/Tuareg languages from
around 2000 B.C. I have never heard of such
a language.

JohnHaddington an earl and deePlY

steeped in the occult, spoke of the recent croP

cirdes that have a distinctly insectlike and

organic aPPearance. According to him some

look like the snails, sacred to the Goddess

and carrying the cosmic spiral on their backs.

Michael Green reminded us all that the
Nazis dreamed of controlling the etheric
energies because this would have given them
the ultimate power over human minds. The
Nazis were deeply involved in Earth
Mysteries and Hitleridentified with the
"Master of the World" who suPPosedlY
dwe[s in the remote HimalaYas, in
Shambhala. Both the Americans and the
Russians have for many years been involved
in advanced psychic research, research into
Extraterrestrial intelligence, etc.

]ohnMartineau has had dreams of Earth
Herself tapping into and accelerating the
power of the electricity grid to the point
where it aII fuses, this in a few years time.

This could of course mean utter catastro-
phe and total chaos in the huge cities. AIso
generators would not work. John asked

George Wingfield during the panel debate
what relationship there is between croP
circles, the military and electricity. Wing{ield,
who had casually mentioned flying over the
crop circles in a military helicopter, quickly
changed the subject. It was felt by everyone
at the conference that something momentous
is to come and that the crop circles, &
dimensional events, are the harbingers. Much
foodforthought.

Monica Sjoo, the goddess/earth mysteries artist, is

the author of Nso Age and Armageililon and (with

Barbara Mor) The Great Cosmic Mothet: Rediscoooing

the Religion of the Earth.

NEWSWIRLED ORDER
Michael Glickman

AF|ER THE EXTRAORDINARY events and

enthusiasm of the 1991 season it has been

dispiriting to observe the extent to which this
year's activities have been trivialised and

damaged by hoax-fixation. Another fine mess

we'\.e 8ot ourselves into!
Local groups have broken up, conferences

have been distracted, senior figures have

been humiliated, grown men have been seen

to weep. And what for? Nobody can deny
ihat certain glyphs were man-made, but who
cares? If somebody out there wants to Put
together a PhD on the Precise percentage of
faked circles, then bless him. If it is 57o or less
(as I suspect) or 25Va ot even 507o then again,

who cares? Only when it can be demon-
strated that every single circle, in every
country, is man-made will this utteriy boring
topic have any imPoftance.

Wlly, then, does it exercise such morbid
fascination for us? How have we allowed
ourselr,es to become so bemused?

In the meantime, I have two suggestions.
First, those who are obsessed by fakes, frauds
and forgeries sllould set uP the CFCCS, the

Centre for Fake Crop Circle Studies or tl're
SCCP, the Society for Crop Circie Paranoiacs'

We will give tl'rem alI the support tirey need

provided they stay on their own turf. Second,

and perhaps more practical, those o{ us who
are interested in Crop Circies should
undertake not to sPeak publicly or write
about hoaxes. Deny tl-rem, to borrow a

phrase, the oxygen of publicity. I took the

oatl-r myself at the Salisbury Cornference
(though nobody joined me in itl) and

consequently this will be my last r.t'ord on tl'ris

tedious subject!
Meanwl-rile, the Andrews Brothers, Colin

and Richard, have been enticed to the United
States by femaie CIA operatives where they
are undergoing deep interrogation in secure
houses outside Washington; the Mossad has

set up a Crop Glyph Fabrication camp in the

Israeli Negev desert; agents of the Vatican are

buying properly in the A1ton Barnes area;
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Crop Circles rolled up for winter storage.
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Mark Thatcher is seiling second-hand crop-
circles to Saddam Hussein and, New Swirled
Order can now reveal, the true purpose of
George Wingfield's extended trip to America
rvas to take part in secret negotiations rvith
the LN Security Council.

DK

I suppose I remain very much a product of
tl-re'60s; an unreconstructed hippie. I suspect
tirat I am not alone in relishing one of the
incidental characteristics of the crop circle
phenomenon - the tribalism.

Conferences, seminars and lectures
become, vear b,v year, more like ceremonial
gatherings. Even r,isits to the circles, nith
their inevitable meetings and encounters,

seem charged ivith a benign social signifi-
cance.

The tribe is best obserrred at its summer
gatherings t'here the elders, medicine men

and n'ise women speak of the seasons events.

The young scouts bring their reports from the

fields and the soothsavers make their
predictions.

Tl're atmospl'rere is open and tolerant. For
the good of t1're tribe, rivalries and disagree-

ments are generously held in check.

x
Tirere is, sadly, another aspect of these

gatherings which seems to increase inexora-
bly, year by year - The disease of chronic
Guru-itis. Sufferers exhibit the following
symPtoms:

Symptom: Use of the roval P1ural.
Delusions that they are a member of a rt'ise

and all-knowing team.
Cure: Ask loud1y'Who are "we"?'
Symptom: References to facts which are

quickly glossed over or promised for "next
year".

Cure: Shout'Tell us NOW'
Symptom: Allusions to information given

by channelers, Hopi Indians, entities,
someone who knows a man in MI5.

Cure: Cry out'Just lvhat did they actually
SAY?'

Symptom: Use of pirrases such as "I do

assure you", "trust me" and "I wish I r'l'as in
a position to share with You.'."

Cure: Boo them off tire Platform.
This is another level of disinformation and

one which we should not tolerate' Worse, this
kind of half communication often masks
incipient emotional breakdown. Sufferers
should be treated with kindness and
understanding.

x
I regret that there was only one contribution
to Poetry Circle and I must therefore assume

that the readers of the Cereologist are not
poetically inclined. Perhaps a CroPpie
Problem Page might be more appropriate?
Any personal dilemmas forwarded to this
coiumn will be handled with sensitivity and

discretion. I do assure you.

TWEN'I'YTWO . IHE CEREALOCIST #7



LETTERS

Points towards hoaxing
Frotn Mr Dnoid Forbes

I live in Tucson, Arizona. I watch the crop-
circle debate from afar in the pages of Ifte
Cerealogist and through the mass media. I
have read enough literature to be able to
come to some conclusions regarding this
whole thing. Most importantly, I have
observed some major points that seem to be
ignored in the litcrah:re. i will state these
points briefly in this letter, tl-ren provide a

Iengthy collection of data and discussion of
the points. The supporting documentation
mav be obtained by sending me a SASE with
2 oz. postage.

Point 1: Ti're formations are frequently
placed next to paved roads. I was on holiday
in Englancl in June, and I walked in a

'genuine' crop circle. I then climbed nearby
Silbury Hill and saw that the formation was
in the corner of a field closest to a car park on
the busv A.1. This seems to be the case in the
vast majoritv of the formations. Read the
Delgado books. Look for phrases such as,

'...alongside the A303...' Tl.rey're peppered
through the literature, vet no one seems to
consider this significant. Could it be that the
ETs drive cars?

Point 2: The formations' geometry is an
excellent fit to the Doug & Dave board-and-
string method. Simpil,'put, the formations
contain those geometric elements (arcs,

circles, and straight lines) that are easily
created with these crude too1s, and thev lack
features that are not easilr' created thusly.
Further, the details of the shapes (tl-re nature
of the edges, for instance) are preciselv what
is expected of the string-and-board method.
Conciusion: the'superior inteliigence' of
Delgado el al. is manipulating its energy
beams to fool us into thinking that thev use
string and boards to make the formations.

Point 3: There is no quantitative definition
of what constitutes a genuine crop circle and
what constitutes a hoax. This distinction is
made by the 'experts' by 'feeling' the
genuineneSs. This is not research, it's voodoo.
If the proof is the number of bent but
unbroken stalks, then measure the percentage
of bent stalks over a sampie area of each
formation. if it's the perfeition of the edges,
give us the RMS roughness of the edges.
Subjective'feeling' is not scientific.

Point 4: The Chorost effect. Michael
Chorost is_hard at work showing that there
are all sorts of microicopic changes in the
crops, and therefore these things are made by
mysterious energy beams or some such. The
media then parrots his preliminary findings
as if they're the Word of God. The fact is, no
one has looked closely at bent-over
wheatstalks before, so we don't know what
to expect. He also is fond of admonishing
others not to iump to conclusions with
insufficient data, then committing that same
sin himself. Take his advice: disregard his
conclusions.

Point 5: It is said that humans can't make
crop circles because we are incapable of such
perfection. Come on! Lift the bonnet of your
car. Look inside at the motor. Do you see

anything more intricate and precise than a

crop circle in there? Yes. Did you witness the
creation of your motor? No. Conclusion: a

'superior intelligence'made that motor. This
is the True Believers' logic.

The preceding points are essential to the

resolution of the crop circle question. I am
basically attempting to show that much
igrrored evidence exists for the human-origin
(some would say'total hoax') theory. If crop
circles are being made as communication, I
think the point they're trying to get across is
that people will come up with a lot of crazy
theories to explain a mundane yet bear:tiful
m,stery' 

DAVIDF.RBES
610 E. University, Tucson, AZ 85705 USA

Earth currents
From Mr Paul Broadhurst

It was fascinating to glimpse an archaeolo-
gist's eye view ofThe Sun andThe Serpent in
Charles Thomas'reyiew in the last edition of
The Cerealogist. Also interesting was that,
even though he plainly has reservations
about the method and conclusions of the
book, he recommends it to those who
recognise there may be mysteries in the
landscape which have been forgotten, or
overlooked, by our mechanistic minds. Since
the book's initial publication, many inde-
pendent parties have provided corroboration
of the material contained in it.

However, I ldas surprised that no mention
was made of the intriguing coincidence of
crop formations in relation to the currents of
natural energy discovered during the project.
The first of these, as recounted in the book,
was the appearance of a group of circles
opposite Silbury Hill during the night of 1,1-

15th July, 1988. These occurred directly on
the'female'current (referred to as the'Mary'
line in the book) which had only been

discovered some two months before, running
between the Overton Hill 'Sanctuary' and
Silbury, and subsequently the entire length of
southern Britain.

Many other circles and formations, it
seems, have appeared to favour the vicinity
of these earth-currents since then. Amongst a

host of less famous ones, the complex
pictogram of 2TthJ:.ly 1990 near Silbury Hiil,
similar to that of Alton Barnes, was also very
close to the Mary Line. Likewise, the first
triangular formation at Beckhampton was
within 100 yards of it. Even more striking
was the artistic and technological culmination
of the 1991 season, the Mandelbrot near
Cambridge, which was within a very short
distance of the path of the 'Michael' current.

Is this just a coincidence, or are other,
more mischievous factors at play? It would
be interesting for some researcher to check
the positions of known circles in relation to
our findings, and we would be glad to submit
detailed maps of the dowseabie currents to
anyone who wrjuld like to accept the
challenge.

PAUL BROADHI'RST
Trebeath, Egloskerry, Launceston, Cornwall.

Explain this one, Ken!
From Mr Keain Aspinnll

I would like to thank Ken Brown's article on
page 13 of The Cerealogisl (No 7, Harvest
1992) for prompting the writing of this letter.
If Mr Brorvn rvishes to rvrite articles explain-
ing crop formations, the physical evidence of
which disappeared vears go, then so be it.

He should concern l'rimseif with more
recent circles, such as the formation that
occurred near the village of Chelwood in ihe

g Summer ol 1992. The crop stalks within this3
p formation were slightly angled at two points,

f; ttre cumulative effect of wirich rvas to lower
! them a ferv inches below the surrounding
E standing crop. The affected crop \vas noa

! broken, buckled, or flattened. However, the
nalural growth pattern of the stalks had been
permanently mutated. I can only hope that
samples from this particular formation have
been submitted for analysis and a report will
follow in Tlrc Cerealogist.

Maybe Ken Brown wiil plead ignorance of
this crop formation. We1l, if you're reading
this Ken, now you know.

Will we have to wait years for him to offer
an appraisal of the event near Chelwood or
will he have the courage to present an
opinion in the near future? Only time will tell.

KEVINASPINALL
(address withheld)

Ridiculous, Mr Brown!
From Mr Neil Camden

A reply to Mr Ken Brown's article in'?]:e
Cerealogist No.7 regarding the "fake" that
grew a ring.

I have no doubt that you will have many
letters on this subject as it is plainly obvious
that Mr. Brown does not have a clue what he
is talking about. I could easily launch into a

violent attack on his other (equally un-
founded) theories, but I will stick to the
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subiect of the Bishops Cannings 1990 circle.
There are several points in the article

which leave me less than impressed with his
ideas:

1. No radial outbursts. We have long
come to expect that even "real" circles are not
always perfect. There may be no completely
straiBht radial lines in the circle, but it wiil be

clear to anyone looking at any of the
photographs that there is a generally radial
pattern to the lay. I wouid not call a change
in lay of 10-20 degrees a "glaringly severe
angle", as Mr. Brown refers to it.

2. Badly worn centre. Mr. Brown has

written an absolutely ridiculous paragraph
explaining the worn centre of the circle. He
implies that the edge of the circle and the four
concentric rings were added in the time
between the top and bottom photos (p.93 of
Crop Circle Enigma).

Can he not see that there are already three
rings in the first photo?

If the hoaxers can make a huge three-
ringed circle leaving very little damage in the

central region, how come they can't rehlrn to
the circle and add one ring without com-
pietely destroying a large central area?

3. Grapeshot circles" Mr. Brown cannot
simply say "If (24) grapeshot circles appear in
the same field on the same nigl-rt as a hoaxed
formation, then it is only logical to link ihe
two."

If the two are linked and he suggests that
all the grapeshot were created by humans on
the same night as the large circle, then tl-ris

would require a large group of hoaxers (all

with step ladders, or similar) and a heck of a

1ot of time - too much, I believe, for tirem ali
to be created overnight in t1-re Summer.

The sooner Mr. Brown realises ihat he

rea1ly has got the .r,r,rong end of the stick, tire
better. The subject can benefit from the
opinions of doubters, but these Skeptics, who
think they can prove everything, are simply
trying to cause trouble and I am sure they
have no real interest in the subject.

NEILCAMDEN
Upper FIat,59 Tennyson Road, Portswood,

Southampton. SO2 1HF.

Armchair debunkers
From Mr Daoid Warfield
Pondering on the articles by various contribu-
tors in your Harvest 1992 issue and the
impossibilitv of proving either that a1i crop
circies are hoaxes or thai any one crop circle
is not a hoax, one wonders if the debunkers
wouid expiain why they are so anxious to
save the rest of us from the folly of our u'avs!

However the place to exercise judgement
and examine the evidence is not in an
armchair, or up in the ciouds, but on the
grouncl in a crop circle. Suspicion is of course
aroused bv those events sifuated within 50

yards of the road or track, or with imperfect
geometry and irregular edges or those rl,hich
are clearly visible from a pub car park.

Others may be situated in the middle of
nowhere, accessible only from a farm track,
and as one toils the iast 100 yards with muci-
caked shoes, torn and wet clothing, the
question arises, did those carrot munching

phantoms really come all the way from
Trowbridge or even Southampton, at night,
only to hide their n ork away from all but the
most fanatical of enthusiasts?

Again there is another category where
small additions may possibly have been
added to the main design in the shape of
arrows, claws, arms or legs, pathways etc

which are out of character.
Finally many readers rvill be aware that

fu1l many a crop circle is born to biush
unseen, apparently undiscovered by local

CCCS branch members, especially when
formed in an area that is new or away from
the main theatre of operation.

DAVIDWARFIELD
14 Glenwood Road, Henleaze

Bristol BS10 SHQ.

Insolent pedantry
From Mr AlanThurley

It appears from your leader in No.5 that you
intend to revert(!) to the Cerealogisl speliing,
in clear contrast to yotu declared intent when
asking for votes,'O' or'A', in the last issue.

I am of course, fully arvare of the fickle
and unpredictable narure of the corn circle
phenomenon, and assume you have been
'infected' adversely in this wise. Such blatant
unreiiability however is hardly likely io
irnprove the credibility of the magazine, nor
r'r,i11 it enllance your personal position I fear. I
confess to being disappointed and somewhat
disgusted at this about-face under Pressure
from the pedantic. Or perhaps it was the
craven flattery of Kevin Green?

In passing, I have to take some exception
to both the letter of Kevill Green, and that of
Robert H.S. Robertson, for their remarks
about'uneducated','unlettered', and
'philistine', aitributed to those preferring an
'O' spelling. Since the discussion seems to
have stemmed essentially from my letter
which you published on this subject, it'would
seen that your correspondents are being
personally insulting, although I doubt this is
the case. Nevertheless, those of us, (at least
52) preferring the'O' spelling are certainly
being insulted. Both the printed letters
referred to show an academic elitism and
arrogance which I personally find offensive
and quite unnecessary.

Mr Robertson's implied assertion that
only'-alogy' suffixes are correct, and that any
science ending' -ology' is "unforfunately
uneducated" is pathetic, to say the least.

I would direct you to the published letter
from Rosemary lvlonk regarding unificalion,
in the hope that this particular disagreement
can be put to rest as soon as possible. The

name of the magazine is (hopefully) less

important than its content. and since only 72

persons decided to vote, it evidently is of no

interest at all in real terms. However I do
hope it stays one way or the other, to avoid
confusion!

ALANTHURLEY
67 Walton Road, Clacton-on-Sea,

Essex, CO15 6EB.

Utter crop
From Mr Jim Sussex

I{aving only joined the ranks at issue 6 I have
missed out on the CerenlogistlCereologist
argument but would like to say my piece
please.

Surelv if we are shrdiers of 'crop' circles
we should be called 'Cropologists', or would
tlre same 'a' or'o' argument still rage?

IIM SUSSEX
(address lvithheld)

What's this in Puerto Rico?
From the editor of Magazin 2004

As my friend Jorge Martin, Publisher of
EnigmnMagazine, informed me, in mid-
August 1991 some circies and concentric
rings appeared on a rock plateau near
Ajuntas in the south West of the mountainous
isiand. Martin, who investigated the traces ad

sifu, described ihem as "if something has

burned or scratched them into the stone,
something which landed here and left its

traces". He is convinced the circles are
connected with the wave of UFO sightings
and abductlons reported from the same area
at the same time. Unfortunately the stone
circles survived only a few weeks. Then, one
night, olive vans appeared in the area, and
the circles were literally drilled out of the
stone - "by federal agents", Martin is
convinced. Puerto Rico is a U.S. Protectorate
and "play ground" for the U.S. military and
intelligence.

h4ICHAEL HESEMANN,
Worringer Str. 1, D-4000 Diisseldorf 1,

Germany.

Anything in Ireland?
From Mr Paul Bell

As I Iive in Ireland and have no real access to

the crop circles in England I was wondering if
there have been any notable occurrences in
Ireland since the one in Co. Wicklow (1939),

as reported inForteanTimes. As Ireland has a

considerable amount of (a) crops grown and



(b) prehistoric sites, two apparent pre-
requisites for the phenomenon, it u.ould
surely be a point to quesiion n'hen consider-
ing the close proximitv of tire tw'o counties in
respect to tire protusion of circles in England
as the lack thereof in lrelanci.

Has anvone done any research as to why
this might be, or any statistical analysis of the
correlalion betlveen awareness of the
phenomena and consequently a high rate of
occurrence? TI-ris would appear to be the case

as reported by Dr Hugo Godschalk in
Germany.

Anyhow, here's to another year's excellent
reading.

PAIJL BELL
18 Dunfarne Park, Frys Road, Ballymena,

Co Antrim, N.Ireland.

An Irish study group
from Ms Heleit Reynolds

You u'ere kind enough to advertise for us in
the journal last vear lvhen we were trying to
make contacts to set up an Irish crop circle
shrdy gtoup, Though we have now moved
away from the are there has been sparse circle
activitv, *'ith the few contacts we have made
we hope to be able to send in reports of any
Irish events, but thev seem to be very thin on
the ground here.

If you come across anv more interested
Irish readers I rrould be grateful if you could
put them in touch lvith me.

HELEN REYNOLDS,
Bolinglanna, Currane, Achili Sound,

Co.Mayo, Ireland

Where are the photograpl'rs?
From Mr NeiI \Nalker

For some years now, I have follorved the
reports of'Crop Circles' and assorted
Cornography with much interest. I have now
decided to undertake a research project of my

--

Another School of land art. This 300-t'oot zebra was made in L992 by Stratford-on-Aoon artist, Simon
English. He raked hay into strips, and bleached the grass between them by otterlaying it with black
plastic. This produced a negatiae image, reuersed zohen the hay uas set on t'ire.

own into this phenomena. It is with this
purpose in mind that I am writing to you.

Could you advise me as to where I could
find a comprehensive and chronologically-
ordered (or at least dated) source of crop-
circle photographs?

NEILWALKER,
Flat 4,343 Woodborough Road,

Nottingham, NG3 4lJ.

Put them on the cover
From Mr Michael Engebretson

I have recently begun my subscription to Tfte

Cerealogist and find it a very good source of
information and speculation on the phenorn-
enon. However, the first two issues I have
received do not portray genuine circles or
pictograms on the covers. The cover of
number 5 (Summer 92) showed a computer
altered picture of a circle with the "Green
Man" superimposed in the center. Issue
number 7 (Harvest 92) featured the circle
making competition field on it's cover. Yes,
these synthetic circles were fully explained
within the pages of your magazine, but

about these unexplained happenings?
Certainly there is no lack of material with the
ever growing numbers and compiexities of
crop formations each season.

The beauty and intelligence conveyed by
the pictograms inspires a sense of wonder.
Why not put them on the cover. These works
of art that are being laid before us seem to be
attempts to communicate an important
message for our times. I look forward to your
next issue.

MICHAEL ENGEBRETSON
Beloit, WI, USA

Let's signal back
From Sir Bernard Burrows
If some of the crop circles represent activity
by an unknown intelligent entity, is it not
time that we sent a message back? I suggest
that the CCCS should buy or rent a large
piece of open ground on which symbols of
comparable size to the crop circles could be

delineated in some way - earth markings,
strips of material, lights etc.

The more difficult question is what should
by the content of the reply. In the Film "Close
Encounters" the basic musical intervals were
used as representing universal constants.
Other mathematical formulae could be
envisaged, representing the ratios between
basic components of the universe (pi, k,
E=mC, etc); a design of ihe solar system;
something showing mathematical recogni-
tion of the Mandelbrot figure (if that is
regarded as genuine); or the first numbers in
a mathematical series, inviting a reply giving
later numbers. A11 would be expressed in
crop circle language, e.g. variations in the
numbers and ratios of circles.

At the same time a low-level radio signal
could be transmitted within the area where
the circles usually occur, which might
provide a medium for communicationby
internrption or modulation.

I have the impression sometirnes that
"they" are talking down to us. We should try
to get the dialogue on a higher intellectual
level.

BERNARDBURROWS,
Rubens West, East Dean,

Chichester, Sussex.

PHENOMENAL
BOOKS!

Crop Circles - UFOs - Earth
Mysteries - Mind - Body -

Spirit
Send 5xlst-class stamps for our mail order

catalogue (5000 titles)

THE INNERBOOKSHOP
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- ^ would it not be befter to show what
:- 1yq Cereologists consider true formations on the
(;A-? cover of a iournal that is seeking the truth



Editorial notes
Continued t'rom page 2.

Catching the wrong eye

WHAT GOOD ADVICEIim Schnabel gives
in his article published in this issue: Never
make eye contact with a madman or he's
liable to come over and scream right in your
face. We made that mistake last time by
making kindly rnention of The Crop lNatcher,

the magazine put out by Paul Fuller for the
benefit of believers in the 'plasma vortex'
theory of crop circles. Its high point was in
1990, when Terence Meaden, the inventor of
plasma vortices, hailed the Alton Barnes
pictogram as "wholly genuine", claiming tirat
its non-circular features "positively help the
generalized vortex theory".

It is fair to say thai Fuller and his partner,

Jer,ny Randles, n ere far more suspicious of
hoaxing tlran was Meaden, b*The Crop

Watchet followed him in accepting the
pictograms, and it was naturally a hear'y
biow wl-ren in 1991 the vortex theory
coliapsed. After so much bombast on its
behalf, faces had to be savecl, and the fal1-

back position was that, n hile all the eiaborate
formations r'l,ere hoaxes. a few of the most
simple circles were caused by the vortex. This
distinction was obviously artificial, for there
was no reason to single oui any particular
kind of formati.on as more or less genuine
than any other. Paul Fuller now writes, "We
believe that as many as 99 per cent of all
modern-day circles l-rave been created by the
numerous groups of hoaxers we have been
exposing in The Crop Watcher."

If 99 per cent are Iakes, that means tirat of
the two or three hundred circies reported iast
year, only two or three are 'genuine'. Which
could they be, and why? .And does this tin1,,

unknown fraction require a seParate theory
all to itself?

In return for our weli-meant credit to him,
Paul Fuller has sent us orre of his long,
ouhaged letters, and in his ne'w. issue he
abuses us roundly as "beliei'ing in a super-
natrrral myth", having "extraterrestrial
yearnings" and disgracing the subject of crop
circies generaliy. That is rvhat you get if you
make eye contact.

The trouble rvith True Believers is that the'r
expect everyone to be like tirem, and ihev car.
not understand a iournal iike Tfte Cerealagist,

which supports no pariicular theories or
opinions on ihe g;rounds thaM'e see no firm
basis for forming any. No doubt everything
'we print is offensive to one or other of tire
manv parties in the field. Often ther,'tel1 us

so, but without screaming in our faces.

Nevertheiess, we stiii enjov The CroT:

Wstchet. The new issue has some interesting
items and a very funny piece bv Peter Rendall
about the current game of espionage 'lvhicir is

so popular these days in the Waggon &
Horses. Er.en Fu11er's mad rages seem

entertaining wiren you get used to them. He
shouid stick'with the piasma voriex a bit
longer. In this tyPe of mystical subject no
theory is ever,v finally kil1ed ofi and no doubt
the vortex will one day rvalk again as the
prevailing metaphor for the unknourL.

The wildflower phenomenon.
Lucy P rin gle investigates.

Tim Mayne has sent us further clippings t'ronr
gardening journals about last year's remarkable
profusion of wild flouers. Writing ir Gardening
News (18 Dec 1991) , Denny Densham makes a

connection between crop circles and " another

mystery... the astounding increase in the

appearances of wikl flozuers throughout Britain".
He continues:

"1-irc growth has been almost astronomical and

thousands ot' flawers haae been turning up in the

most utrlikely places. Motorway v)erges haae been

carpeted, ilowers hazse turned up on stone walls
zuhere thry never grew before, and despite the fact
that farmers haae zoaged war on weeds with
chemical sprays millions of poppies reappeared in

fields and hedgerows, thougk for many years they

were thought to haae been eradiated"

At the moment there is no proof that this
occurrence is rlirectly connected with crop circles,

but it does make one think."
It certainly did make us think, so we asketl our

contrihutor, Lucy Pringle, countrywoman and
natut'alist, to inztestigate the matter. She sent a

t'ull, repart from zohich we can only print an

extract with a brief summary.

l\lF{Y ARE WE seeing such a dramatic
explosion of wild flowers? Are the farmers
not using so many damaging sprays?

The farmers to whom I spoke told me that
they had noticed an unaccountable rise in the
rvild flower population and that the Present
spraying methods could not claim responsi-
bility for this. The crops are still sprayed up
to 6/7 times a vear dependant on the lveather
(the wetter it is the more spraying is needed
as diseases such as mildera. are transmitted).
The normal policy is to spray 5 times, tv,rice
with herbicides (one residual, the other non
residual) and three fungicide sprays, the final
one containing insecticide. One farmer at
Cheesefoot Head remarked particularly on
the increase of cor.l,slips and he also told rne

that he had noticed lvild flowers recently
from the "olden days", ones he had not seen
for such a long time that he could not longer
remember their names.

Tim and Po1ly Carson of Alton Barnes,

confirmed that their farrning methods had
not altered. The pressure is on the farmers not
only to increase yieids. bui at the same time
produce bigger, better and more perfect
grains. Tim told me that the sprays used have
become "kinder", that is to say rnore
selective, but that farmers were at the mercv
of the manufacturers ibr what was avaiiabie.

It would see that the myriads of wiid
flowers are heroically cocking a snook at the
sprays. The roadsides were a mass of snowy
white ox-eye daisies (ch'ysantlrcmum
leuccntiemum), the choir boys of the road
energetically singing to all passers b1, . The
stately pinkish purple mallorv (moschata and
sylaestris maloa) and the gentle, blushing,
yellow-pink of evening primroses (oenothera

biennis) nodding to each other in relaxed,
comfortable fashion. Cow parsley (anthriscris

xllztestris) is ihere in abundance, and last year
tlre baieful lremlock (conium maculatuffi) stood
high and strong abolre the smaller residents.

Well fed spikes of yellow and purple toad
flax (linaria oulgaris and purpurea) were to be
seen poking their heads through the an!
mated multihrde of wild sedges. I noticed in
particular a tremendous increase in the
scabious population (aroensis and columbaria).

They are delicate, pale mauve flowers
resembling old ladies with their knitting.
There in amongst a large clump running
aiong the side of a field, I found a flower I
cannot remember seeing since I was a child.
The fleshly and striking broomrape
(o r ab an ch er ap um- geni s t ae), standing soiidly
upright like some bespectacled judge - not a
great beauty but noticeabie as a contrast to
the graceful scabious.

Meadow stnreet (filipendula ulmaria) is
refurning to grace our fieids, its beautiful pale
complexion a tribute to the gentle dew which
overnight, nourishes its fragrant petals.

Also present is the pireasant eye (adifiis

nniua),bbtshing fiercely like the tali scariet
pimpernel, and struggling to get a look in
amor-rg its taller neighbours, as does the
common meadolv rue ithalictrum flaaum) and
ihe unassuming nr:nesuch (medicngo lup ulina),
exisiing unobtrusivelv like hen-pecked
husbands (adinis ostnua, the scientific generic
name, Adonis, goes back to a Greek iegend.
When the beautiful Adonis was ki1led by a
wild boar whilst hunting, this plant sprang
up form the ground t'here the drops of his
blood had fa11en).

The hedges are a hectic, seething mass of
dellcate r,r,ild roses, not just the pink and
white but the darker shade of jazzy pink
which I had not observed for some years.

Sweet smelling yellor,r, and pink honey suckle
(l onicera periclymenum), like l.overs, entwine
these exquisite flowers, and the vivacious
wild buddleia is returning greeting with
outstretched arms to veritabie clouds of
exquisite butterflies.

What really is the reason for ihis prolifera-
tion? NIany of my more sceptical friends were
unimpressed and said it was because of this,
that and the next thing. i decided to try and
get to the boitorn of it!

ln the course of her researches, Lttc,v Pringle h,ad

inte*tiews with rutmerolts ofricial bodies,

including Hampshire Counttl Council, the

Metecrological Ot'fice ai Bracknel, the National
Riaers Authority, the Natttre Conseruancli

Council, nnd Farming and. Wilcilit'e Trust,
Rutterfly Conseroation and oarions agriuiturat'
colleges. Seurai of these ex,pressed afiqzement 4t

the xdden return of zLtlld flatoers to fieids and

hedges, but none of them iuas dble t0 suggest an

explanation. Lucy herself beliroes, with many

other dowsers, that the earth's liaing energies are

for some reason being intensified and we are

seeing the effect of this in the changes now taking
place it people's rrinds and in the uorld at large.
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onl1 authentic stones and conductive uietals, and each piece is
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m)thological fbrce it represents.

EYE OF HORUS, a protective amulet in ancient Egyptian times. Cast
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pupi1. Catalog #A-lb. $26.
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(Catalog +B2-Black Onyx-lb. $25).

MEDIE\'-{L DAGGER, ancient symbol of personal power. Cast in

Z oz of 5teriing silver. Catalog #C-lb. $15.

BARBL RY CASTLE FORMATION, reproduced in high relief on

7" oz of sterling silver. Catalog #D-lb. $25.

GALLOPS CIRCLE, produced in high relief in 2{ oz of sterling silver.
Catalog #D-lb. S25.

Please send check orInt. Money Order, specifying items and catalog
number and with your address and telephone number. Add $2 shipping
cost to each item. Money back guarantee within 60 days of receipt
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CoLLECTOR,S SITP CASr
PRESERVE YOUR COPIES OF THE MAC]AZINE AS A

COvPr-erE ANI) ON-clotN(i ARCHIVE oF THE CROP

CTRcLE PurNoiurNON.

To obtain easy access to the
only complete, season-by-
season record of the crop
circle phenomenon in all
its aspects, it is best to
prererve your copies of Tfte
Cerealogist in the special
collector's clip case. This
usefuI item is bound.in
plum-coloured material
with gold lettering on the
spine, and looks good on
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order it frornThe
Cerealogist ,20 PauI Street,
F r ome, Somerset B A11 1 DX,
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orders call0373 451777 or
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inside.
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